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IfJTRGDUCTIOH

In recent years, the popularity of James Fenimore Cooper has

been rapidly diminishing in America. Once American schoolboys -

and girls - relived the adventures of Hatty Buappo with adolescent

enthusiasm. Excitedly they stalked through the New York forests

along with Chingachgook and his white ccsopanion. But modern Ameri-

can youths, accustomed to the brisk, straightforward, almost Jour-

nalistic style of novelists like Zane Grey and Will James are all

too easily repelled by Cooper's rhetoric.

It has long been time for a Cooper revival. Cooper deserves

popularity, not only with children, but with adult readers as well.

In literary circles his fame as the first real novelist in Ametica

is unquestioned, but his contribution to literature is far greater

than mere pioneering in American fiction. Cooper's Leatherstocking

Tales - the five volume series made up of Hie Deerslayer , The Last

of the Mohicans , The Pathfinder, The Pioneers , and The Prairie -

are the nearest thing we have to an American epic.

Throughout his Loatherstocklng Tales Cooper envisioned the

westward movement as an event of epic proportinns. As a whole his

prose narrative presents an amazingly complete picture of frontier

custcms and daily living. As representative of the best in the Am-

erican pioneer, his Ratty Bumppo deserves comparison with Odysseus,
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Beowulf, or Roland

That James Fenimore Cooper wrote a prose epic of no mean sta-

ture In his Leatheratocklng Tales I hope to show. Recognition of

this fact should raise the popular estimation of Cooper's achieve-

ments.

Hy discussion of Cooper's work is necessarily prefaced by a

summary of the chief tenets of epic theory frcta Aristotle to the

present time, for only from such a summary may one arrive at an ac-

ceptable, modern definition of the epic as a literary type. This

chapter of epic theory is followed by analyses of the following sub-

jects: 1) the westward movement as a national theme, 2) Cooper's

portrayal of frontier life, 3) Natty Bumppo as an epic hero, the

religious theme arising from Hatty's character, 5) Cooper's proBe

style, and 6) the plot of each tale. An attempt to distinguish The
i

Leatherstocking Tales from purely romantic novels follows. Through-

out these analyses, parallels are freely drawn between Cooper and

fomer acknowledged epic writers. Five works in particular are

used for this comparison: The Iliad , The Odyssey , The Aeneid , The

Kalevala , and The Lay of the Cid . The present work ends with a

comparison between The Leatherstocking Tales and other works which

have at various times been ranked as The American Epic.

Only a complete lack of literary discernment would lead anyone

to assert that Cooper's production equals or surpasses Homer’s.
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Nevertheless I do not hesitate to place It beside such lesser epics

as Beowulf or Jerusalem Delivered * And, I believe, no man has yet

appeared with more claim to the title of the American Homer.





Chapter I

T;ffi EPIC DEFINED
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Chapter I

THE EPIC DEPUTED

During the twenty-ony centuries s'nce Aristotle (384-322 B.C.)

the epic aa a literary type has been defined and redefined Innum-

erable times. Aa one modem critic says, "There are almost aa many

definitions of an epic and rules for Its composition aa there are

nations and poets."

1

Considering the fact that Aristotle In hie Poetics vae mere-

ly describing the practices which he had observed In the works of

a few Greek epic writers. It Is quite understandable that later

epics should have outgrown the limits established by Aristotle’s

rules. On the other hand. It Is regrettable that many deserving

literary productions have been denied epic rank by conservative

critics who have Insisted upon clinging to an outmoded Greek pre-

cedent. Blgldlty of definition has, unfortunately, always been a

stumbling block to human progress

.

\

Like definitions In any other field of human activity, defin-

itions of literary forms must grow to provide a niche for the best

o
new productions. Luckily the greatest critics have realized this

1 H.A. Guerber, The Book of the Epic (Philadelphia, J*B„ Llp-
plncott Company, c. 1913), foreword, p. 15.

2 In his "Essay on Epic Poetry," translated by Helena Brawley
Watts, Voltaire says, "It Is necessary In all of the arts to
guard against fallacious definitions which exclude the un-
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need for growth In their concept*. Thus an over-changing epic

theory ha* developed a* an interpreter for the epic writer* fol-

lowing Homer.

While distinguishing epic poetry from tragedy, Ari*totle de-

fined the epic poem e* an Imitation in ver*e of character* of a

higher type, an imitation narrative in form, but u*ing one kind of

meter .* A* opposed to comedy, both the epic and the tragedy, he

o
felt, represented men a* better than they are in actual life.

Although he considered tragedy a higher literary form than

the epic, Aristotle believed that the epic Is capable of more

grandeur of effect. He enjoyed the variety of episodes that an

epic can encompass while it presents several lines of action go-

ing on simultaneously.^ As he said, "Epic action has no limits of

time

Aristotle discoursed upon the plot of an epic at some length.

He felt that such a plot should be constructed on dramatic princi-

kncwn for which custom has not yet set a standard ." This es-
say is found in Allen, Gay Wilson and Clark, Harry Hayden,
editors. Literary Crltlolsm: Pope to Croce, pp. 38-J*6. (New
York, American Book Company, (c. 19^l)) .

1 Poetlca

,

translated by S.H. Butcher. In The Great Critics, ed-
ited by Janes Harry Smith and Edd Winfield Parks (New York,
W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., (c. 1932)), p. 33.

2 Ibid ., p. 30.
3 tbid., p. 55.
*+ I22** P* 53.
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pies . "Tt should have for Its subject a single action, whole and

oomplete . . ."^ In this respect Homer became a perfect model.

He never attempts to make the whole war of Troy
the subject of his poem, though the war had a

beginning and an end. Tt would have been too vast
a theme, and not easily embraced In a single view..
As It Is, he detaches a single portion, and admits
as episodes many events from the general story of
the war - such as the Catalogue of the ships and

others - thus diversifying the poem.

According to Aristotle there are different kinds of plots:

simple or complex, ethical or pathetic . A complex action or plot

Is one In which the changes of fortune from bad to good or vice

versa are accompanied by recognition scenes or by reversals of In-

tention. ("Reversal of Intention Is a change by which the action

veers (suddenly) around to Its opposite . ..Recognition, as the name

Indicates, Is a change from Ignorance to knowledge, producing love

or hate between the persons destined by the poet for good or bad

fortune . The beet form of recognition Is coincident with a Rever-

sal of Intention.**) A simple action has no such reversal or re-

cognition but Is one and continuous ? A simple plot may be either

H pathetlc** or "ethlcel;" so may a complex plot. In the ethical

plot, the motivation is ethical; but In a pathetle plot. It stems

from passion.
14 Actually there Is a multiplicity of plots In any

one epic P

1 Ibid., p. 5^.
2 Ibid .,

3 lOT., p. 39.
k |5T7., p. 47 .

5 Ibid., pp. 47, 40.
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Along with reversal* and recognition scenes, both tragedies

and epics require tragic Incidents, Aristotle felt. 1 'The Tragic

Incident 1# a destructive or painful action, such as death...bod

-

o
lly agony, wounds, and the like

.

In conclusion, Aristotle threw out two cautions to epic poets.

Be was for complete objectivity In the epic. ’The poet should

speak as little as possible In his own person.”* Be felt, too,

that "the poet should prefer probable Impossibilities to Improb-

able possibilities," even though the element of the wonderful or

the Irrational Is perfectly permissable In this type of poetry

All In all Aristotle was mainly concerned with the structure

of an epic poem. He laid down no dicta for Its content; he offer-

ed no precepts to govern Its future themes - except for the hint

of an Idealistic demand In his placing of epic characters above

ordinary people. As the remainder of this discussion will show.

It was later critics who suggested national and religious themes

as suitable subjects for epic treatment; who pictured epics as

descriptions of whole ways of life; who contrasted the epic with

the romance; who made a distinction between folk and art epics.

1 Ibid., p. 55.
2 Tbld ., p. Uo.
3 Tblfll ., p. 56.
k TM?.,
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About the first addition to Aristotle's definition of the eplo

vas the religious theme. As one might expect, this element vas add-

ed during the middle ages.
1 For early medieval men every form of

poetry did service as a moral teacher. They felt that the spirit-

ual status of men vas the supremely important question, go they

demanded that an epic poem contain Christian implements which would

aid man in his struggle to reach heaven. Tn the place of pagan

deities intervening in human affairs, they wished the poet to use

the symbols of the Christian Church.

The insistence upon Christian material for the epic continued

during the Renaissance period, but with it was combined a new na-

tional-theme requirement. Long since, of course, Vergil had writ-

ten the Aeneld for the obvious purpose of exalting Rome, of prov-

ing her divine origin, and of indicating her future as the conquer-

or of the world; but critics were slow to point out the signifi-

cance of his work. Thus the sixteenth century Italian critic and

poet, Torquato Tasso (1!>U*-1595) vas the first commentator to de-

clare that the epic "should deal with sor© historical event in the

existence of a Christian nation."

1 Irene T. Myers, A Study in ffpic Development , m Yale Studies in
Tftagllsh, edited by Albert S. Cook, Vol. XI. (New York, Henry Holt
an<5 to ., 1901), introduction pp. 12 -lU

.
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The ©vent should be historical In order that It
nay appear true; It should he Christian, for, hy
the Introduction of pagan deities the story be-
comes Improbable and, if the supernatural elements
are omitted, the poem lacks the quality of the mar-
velous; but the theme should not be so sacred that .

It will restrict the movements of the poet's fancy

According to one modern commentator, ’^Renaissance critics Inferred

that the epic must be patriotic In Its conscious alms.”?

Following Aristotle's lead, many epic theorists during the

Renaissance stressed the importance of unified action, of an Im-

portant hero, and of dignified language .3 For example, Trlssino

(a little known sixteenth century Italian critic) made unity of

action the main characteristic distinguishing the epic from all

other forms of narrative poetry / Tasso Insisted on a hero of sup-

reme goodness,^ one who would represent the height of some virtue

and who would engage In martial deeds with courtesy, piety, and

generosity/

5

Probably this hero soon took over part of the pa-

triotic function and became a figure of great national Importance J

1 Ibid. , p. 19.
2 Sthel Margaret Thombuiy, Henry Fielding's Theory of the Comic

Prose Epic . In University of Wisconsin Studies In Language
and Literature, Ho . 50 (Madison, Wisconsin, University or
VIseems in, 1931) , p. 27.

3 Loc . clt
4 Myers, op. clt .. Introduction, p. 17.

5 Ibid ., p. 19.
6 Joel E. Splngarn, A History of Literary Criticism In the Re-

naissance, second edition (Hew York, rfie Columbia University
Press, 1908), p. 122.

7 Suggested In Thorribuiy, op. clt ., p. 27

^
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7

It seems that the first distinction between epic and ro-

mance was made during the Renaissance. The epic, It vas said,

requires a realistic treatment of the period It covers On the

other hand such medieval metric tales as the cycle of stories

around Britain’s King Arthur were excluded from epic rank because

.
of their Imaginative, romantic, or wonderful elements.

m this connection the first real diversity of opinion a-

mong epic critics arose . Tasso produced In his Jerusalem Deliv -

ered what he termed a ’’romantic epic ." His work was an attempt

to combine the romantic and marvelous material with the histori-

cal and verisimilar. But Tasso, as a poet, lacked the genius

needed to create a new literary genre with any success . Today

many literary men feel that Spenser’s Faerie Queen should be

classed as a romantic epic — one far superior to Tasso's produc-

tion, of course — but Spenser’s contemporaries apparently con-

sidered It sheer romance * After the Renaissance, somewhat lnex-

plicably, the Idea of a romantic epic lost Importance •

The sixteenth century Italian, Glraldl Clntlo, was apparent-

ly the first man to give up the pretense of basing all ideas con-

cerning the epic upon Aristotle’s statements or Implications.

Clntlo felt that difference In national temperament would lead

1 Thorribury, op. clt ., p. 30.
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poeti of different countries to diverge naturally in varying dir-

ections from Aristotle's precepts.

1

It vas Cintio (in 15^9) who distinguished three distinct

kind 9 of heroic poetryj

1. The epic imitating a single action of a single nan.

2. The biographical poem concerning many actions of one man.

o
3. The romantic poem dealing vith many actions of many men.

The imitative Lodovico Castelvetro adopted Cintio* a distinc-

tion (In about 1570), declaring that these three kinds of heroic

poems were really three different forms of the epic ?

French and English critics of this Renaissance period seem

to have been moving in a definite neo-classical direction vhen

they discussed the epic. Sir Philip Siydney (155^-1536) empha-

sized not the strictly religious, but the moral side of the epic,

lfe felt that the epic "teacheth and moveth to the most high and

excellent truth” and Tmaketh magnanimity and Justice shine Tn

the '•ritlcism of the Frenchman, Pierre Ronsard (I52U-I585), the

major restriction of the epic action occurred . Ba vould have this

5
action confined to a year's time.

1 Ksrere, op. clt ., p. 17, introduction ,

2 Spingam, op. clt., p. 113.

3 Ibi£., p. 111.
U ’An Apologie for Poetrie .”

Smilh artfl 75•-7-ks, p. 31?

.

5 Splngarn, op. clt ., p. 212 ,

In The great Critics, edited by
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If one were to summarize Renaissance discussion of the epic.

one would probably arrive at approximately the following defini-

tion* ”1/5 poeme e pique est une longue fable invent©© pour enselg-

ner une verite morale, et dans laquelle un heros acheve quelque

grande action, avec les secours des dleux, dans 1' ©space d'une an-

nee.” (The epic poem is a long tale contrived to teach a moral

truth, and In which the hero succeeds In some great action, with

the help of the gods. In the space of a year.)
1

With this Renaissance definition and with Renaissance epic

theoiy In general, neo-classical critics like Rene le Bossu (1631-

1680) and Nicolas Bolleau-Despreaux (1636-1711) were essentially

In agreement. There were, of course, a few points of controversy.

Bolleau, for example, while he felt that divinities were needed

in epics, ^ was against the replacing of pagan ornaments by Christ-

ian ones .5 Referring to Achilles le Bossu declared that an epic
* - 1

J,

hero did not necessarily have to be a good and virtuous nan. r But,

1 Charles Mills Gayley and Benjamin Putnam KUrtz, Methods and
Materials of Literacy Criticism: lyric, Epic, snd Allied
Forms of Poetry (Boston, Ginn and Co., (c . 1920)), p. ^0.

c ’'Art of Poetry,” translated by Soane . In The Art of Poetry,
edited by Albert S. Cook (New York, G. S. Stechert and Co,,

1926), p. 19^.
3 Ibid., PP. 195-198.
^ op. clt.. Introduction, p. 23.





like their predecessors, both of these men maintained the relig-

ious - national - moral function of the epic, while they hoped It

would combine the verisimilar with the marvelous (the marvelous

Introduced by divinities, not that Inherent In the romantic.)

1

In England Henry Fielding was among those men who bridged the

gap between neo-classicism and romanticism (that artistic movement

which honored nature, emotion, originality in art, and the common

man) . He it was who originated the first organized criticism of

the novel, the new type of literature in which he did his most

memorable worie. Tn this criticism he definitely related the novel

to the epic.

As a novelist. Fielding "did not think of himself as a writ-

er of the popular prose romances, nor even as the creator of a

new form, but as the writer of a very old and respectable thing -

o
the comic prose epic . For hie idea of a comic epic Fielding

went back to Aristotle, who had referred to Homer's now lost

Margltes es bearing "the same relation to Comedy that the Iliad

and Odyssey do to Tragedy ."5 After pointing this reference In

Aristotle, Fielding himself continued, "...as this poetry (the

1 Le Bossu, Tralte du Poeme Epique, tom. 1, p. 1^. Quoted in
Thombuiy, op. clt ., p. ^9.
Cf . Boileau, "Art of Poetiy” in The Great Critics, p. 287.

2 Thorribuiy, op. clt ., p. 8.

3 Poetics. In The Great Critics, p. 32 *
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epic) nay be tragic or comic, I will not scruple to say it may be

likewise either in verse or prose: for though it wants one parti-

cular, which the critic enumerates in the constituent parts of an

epic poem, namely metre; yet, when any kind of writing contains

all its other parts, such as fable, action, characters, sentiments,

and diction, and is deficient in metre only; it seems, I think,

reasonable to refer it to the epic ..."

1

Actually critics like

le Bossu had already decided that an epic could be in prose . They

insisted that Aristotle had named imitation end structure, rather

2
than verse, as the essentials making an epic.

The next important critic during the period of romanticism,

Francois Marie Voltaire (1694-1778), would have allowed Fielding’s

doctrine to be sound . Voltaire opposed blind submission to anci-

3
ent leadership in criticism. He felt that each modern nation

adds its own color to the rules of the ancients for writing epics

h
- and all other types of literature. As he pointed out:

Ve (eighteenth century Frenchmen) do not speak
the same language {as the ancients); and our re-
ligion, which is nearly always the foundation of
epic poetry, is opposed to pagan mythology. Our
customs are as different from those of the Trojan
heroes as they are from those of the Americana .5

1 Joseph Andrews (Hew York, The Century Company, 1903 ) , preface,

PP. XV, XVI.
2 Thorribury, op. clt ., p. 59.
3 "Essay on Epic Poetry." Ih Gay Wilson Allen and Barry Hayden

Clark, editors. Literary Criticism: Pope to Croce, p. 45.
4 Tbld ., p. 42.

5 Tbld ., p. 45.
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By cuetom, the epic had come, Voltaire felt, to mean "the narra-

tive of heroic adventure In verse," hut he etated that "the choice

of the fable, the Intervention of celestial power, the nature of the

episodes depend on custom and taste

Of course, Voltaire’s declarations fitted into the German

romantic conception of the social character of the epic. Tt Is in

the writings of the eighteenth and nineteenth century German cri-

tics that the epic's role as an interpreter of the life of an entire

period in some nation’s history was first fully elaborated. The

assertions of Georg Wilhelm Hegel (1770-1831) may be taken as typ-

ical of the thought of these Germans.

Its (pie epic’s) subject is some past action, some
event which, In the vast reach of its circumstances,
and In the multitude .. .of its relations, embraces
an entire world, the life of a nation, or the en-
tire history of an epoch. The totality of the be-
liefs of a people, religious and other, its spirit
developed in the form of a real event, which is Its

living picture, this Is the Idea and the fonn of
the Epos...2

Soon after the appearance of Friedrich Wolfe’s Prolegomena

in 1795, the distinction between natural (primary) or folk epics

and artificial or Imitation epics became established. Thus The

Iliad and Beowulf whose original authorship was largely coranunal

were catalogued as folk epics; while Vergil's Aeneld and Milton’s

1 Ibid ., p. Hi

.

2 KeSSey, John Stelnfort. Hegel’s Aesthetics, a condensation.
(Chicago, S.C. Griggs and Co., 1885) P. 278.
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Paradise Lost, both of which had been created by a single known

author, were called Imitative epics

•

Supposedly the primary epic is the one having the most social

significance . Hegel declared that such an epic should not concern

Itself with the complex relationships of fixed social life In a

well-established nation, instead It should be written when ’’soc-

ial and political connections are still loose and In the process

of formation."* "So, too, the connection of man with external

nature must not be artificial. ..Its [the epic's} heroes build their

own houses end their vessels, and forge their own arms, and slay

o
their own oxen, and prepare their own food."

Finally the period of German romanticism brought to epic the-

ory an extension of the epic's religious function. Apparently

German philosophy was here brought to bear upon the epic. In He-

gel's mind, all epics should treat man's destiny as the result of

external forces Vith him, Schopenhauer, Rebelling, Goethe,

Schiller, and Fischer all agreed that the epic was distinguished

from other literary forms by Its "subjection of Individual action

to universal necessity

1 Ibid., p. p. 279,.
2 TETcT ., p. 279.

3 Ibid ., p. 280.
U Gayley and Furts, op. clt ., p. U27 .
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The twentieth centuxy tea added very few strictly new ideas

to epic theory, hut the present era has seen such enlargement of

already existing concepts . m the first place the analysis of

folk versus art epics has become Increasingly Important. Appar-

ently most modern critics greatly prefer the former type for Its

simplicity, grandeur, and complete sincerity. One writer admires

the folk epic because the writer was actually a part of what he

describes. 1 Because of their admiration for this folk creation,

many moderns tens It - and It alone - "heroic poetry," and like

the Germans, they declare that it demands a heroic age as Its set-

ting. Such an age Is one of "pride and courage. In which there

Is not any extreme organisation of politics to hinder the Individ-

ual talent and Its achievements, nor on the other tend too much

Isolation of the hero through the absence of any national or pop-

p
ular consciousness

Thus epic heroes must belong to a heroic age . Their deeds

must be doughty, nation-making exploits; they mist not be "civi-

lised men of action whose life Is stripped of all wonder."'

1 V. Macnelle Dixon, English ^pic and Heroic Poetry, The Chan-

nels of English Literature Series (London, J .M . Dent end Sons,
m., isisy'p':' ir:

2 V. P. Ker, Epic and Poaanoe: Essays on Medieval Literature
(London, Jfecmillan anr* Co., limited , 1&*)7) pp. £o-£l.

3 John Clark, A History of Epic Poetry (Edinburgh, Oliver and
Boyd, 1900) Introduction, p. ^6.
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These men live out-of-doors. Rarely, if ever, does one hear of

their thought*, hut their character* "appear, and turningly appear,

in their behavior and words."

1

Distinguishing epic method fro®

that of the dramatist, one modem critic state* that the epic writ-

er idealize* hi* hero and make* him a demi-god far removed from

the life of the spectator The great epic hero, according to the

contemporary viewpoint, represents "an over-all conception of life,

a folk belief."5

Dn the third place it i* easy to see that the twentieth cen-

tury demand* Intense patriotism of the epic. One recent criti-

cism of the Chanson de Poland asserts that the fact* and character

of an epic must be furnished by national tradition. The national

theme may display itself in three ways. It may appear "in choice

of tales which honor the nation; in a poetical realization of the
V

:

aspirations of the nation; and in a glorification of the nation

above other peoples and a corresponding humiliation of its enemies.
•

The epic will also represent one or the other
of two great social or political tendencies al-
ways present in national life - the aristocratic
and the democratic tendencies ... .At the head of
personnel stands the hero whose character sums
up all tlbe ideas and aspirations of the epic, ,

and further imprints them upon the nation itself.

1 Clark, op. oit ., introduction, p. 76.
2 Dixon, op. cit ., p. 175.
5 Gerald ftrace, lectures on the American Novel, delivered at Bos-

ton University, Intersesa ion, 1946.
4 Gayley and KUrtz, op. cit ., pp, 489,490. Part of a summation

of Hlstolre Poetlque de Charlemagne, by G. Paris and P. Meyer.
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Ib her Sturdy In Epic Development Irene Myers point# out that

the epic not only expresses the Ideal# of it# nation* hut It ad-

apt# It# Tory form to the government and genlu# of it# people.

Thu#* a# she observe#, the Germanic people who went to Iceland to

escape the centralised power of a monarchy produced the disconnect-

ed sagas* characterised by the simplicity and strength of individ-

ual life,* Ih a similar fashion* those nations with a strong

sense of unity produced closely-woven national songs.

Obviously a large canvas Is the result cf the preceding epic

requirements. Moderns feel that the epic's primary function Is

a complete revelation of the general experiences of Its age. One

critic calls for "a magnificent variety of combats* sieges* skir-

mishes; splendid episodes; ...and a great final battle ,"

2

Finally the modem era has enlarged upon the distinction be-

tween epic and romance , Because the stress in a romance Is more

on story than on character* W. Macnelle Dixon clair<« that the ro-

mance is less of a drama, He also believes that the romance is

loss objective. More important Is the view that the epic has a

largeness of impression not found in the romance ? Dixon feels

Paris, 1905.
1 Mjrers, op , clt .* pp. 102* 103.
2 Dixon* og^cit., p. 138.
3 Clark* op. clt .* introduction, pp. 65*66.
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that Ariosto’s Orlando Furloao and Spenser's Faerie Quaen are im-

pressive enough to merit the term "romantic epics ^ Several

other modems feel that the romance might veil he included under

O
the more general term, epic. Apparently the very fact that epics

veave together legendary and supernatural or divine happenings

vith the realities of common life vould support this contention.

If they have presented any really nev ideas at all to epic

theory, contemporary critics have done so only in two discussions:

that concerning the controversy over historical accuracy of th^

epic vriter; and that concerning the admission of certain novels

to epic standing. Many people have foolishly called the epic

vriter the historian of the age he attempts to portray; they have

expected him to he eiaet in historical detail. But as one modem

commentator observes, heroic poetry is usually not very reliant

upon historical fact for its material.^ This vlev accords, of

course, vith Arlitotle’s assignment ot the historian of the relat-

ing-vhat-has -happened role; vhile the poet represents the ideal or

k
vhat may happen.

Many contemporaries point out the fact that the epic in the

old sense of a long narrative poem expressed in dignified lan-

1 Clark, op. clt ., p. 101.
2 ifer, op. olt ., p. 16.

3 Ibid ., p. 24 .

4 ^o^tlcs . The Great Critics, edited by Smith and Parks, p. 37.
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guege Is now an extinct species.1 There is no doubt that the

novel has been lta natural successor. Today it la the novel

which glvea a broad, panoramic view of life In all Its details

.

With Richard Green Moulton, the Identification of novel and

epic becomes complete. Be considers all creative literature in

narrative form, from Homer to the latest novel, as epic poetry

.

For him, the narrower Idea of epics which has occupied most epic

theorists is Just one type of epic poetry. He declares, "In the

morphological evolution of epic poetry the modem novel bulks as

large at the end as Homer at the beginning."2 Specifically he

lists as epics, among others, the following works: Ovid’s Meta -

morphosis, The Decameron, Thomas Malory’s Morte d* Arthur , the

Arabian Rights, end the novels of 81r Valter Scott, of Alexander

Bubbs the elder, of Victor Hugo and of Honors Balzac ?

What may one conclude from all this twenty-two century amass-

ment of epic theory? It becomes Immediately obvious that the epic

1 Clay&on Hamilton, Meteriels and Methods of Fiction (Kew York,
The Baker and Taylor Company, 1^68) p. 159.
Cf. Thorribury, op. clt ., p. 94, and
Andrew Lang, Homer end the Epic (London, Longmans, Green and
Co., 1893) Preface, p. VIII.

2 Richard Green Moulton, The Modem Study of Literature (Chicago,
The Waiverslty of Chicago "Press, c. 192. ) pp. 13^,153.

3 Ibid., p. 1U.
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as a literacy type is not a static, but a dynamic creation which

has not yet completed its evolution. It appears, too, that cri-

tics have never agreed an the point where a narrative production

becomes an epic rather than a romance or some other literary spec-

ies . Finally, it seems that many people consider the novel as the

direct literary successor of the epic.

In summation, an inclusive definition of the epic can be

derived only from the addition of the positive principles which

have guided the writing of poems accepted as the world's greatest

epics. Thus an epic becomes a unified presentation in dignified

narrative form of a momentous theme involving the political or

religious interests (or both) of a people, presenting a complete

and detailed, realistic picture of life in some heroic age, and

making use of both folk heroes and supernatural agencies under the

control of a sovereign destiny. 1

It is with this definition of the epic in mind that I shall

in the succeeding chapters analyse the epic elements observable

in James Fenimore Cooper's heatheretocklng Tales.

1 Definition adapted in part from C. M. Gayley. Principles of
Poetry , pp. XCTV-XCV. Quoted in Gayley and Kurtz, op. clt .,

PP. .
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Chapter II

THE WESTWARD MOVE? lNT A.; A NATIONAL EPIC THEME





Chapter XI

THE WESTWARD MOVEMENT AS A NATIONAL EPIC THEME

Of all the syafcols that might he chosen to represent the

American people, none would he more appropriate than the eternal

pioneer. From Eric the Fed to the last Czechoslavaklan Immigrant

the many people who have reached out to America from all the coun-

tries of the world have possessed In common the hardihood neces-

sary to abandon the remains of their ancestors and the smiles of

their friends for an unknown world . Nor does this pioneering •

spirit die down In third and fourth generation Americans. Many of

them are still ready enough to plant themselves on an iceberg In

Byrd's Little America; they were ready long before the antarctic's

uranium deposits drew out men from other nations. For decades the

American has been the leading pioneer of the world, not alone In

exploration, but also in science. In business and - although some

people may dispute the assertion - in artistic fields.

Searching for historical events which presented a living pic-

ture of the American pioneering spirit, one might lnnedlately pick

the colonization of the Atlantic seaboard . Thus Stephen Vincent

Benet In his unfinished poem. Western Star , revives the dreams, the

Petty quarrels, and the dally hardships of the ordinary, unedu-

cated settlers in Jamestown and Plymouth. Or like Joel Barlow with
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his hazy reenactment of the battle of Bunker Hill,

1
one might

light upon the American devolution. But for a vast, penoremlc

picture of the American spirit In action, what could surpass the

vestvard movement: the gradual exploration and settlement of al-

most three million square miles stretching across a whole conti-

nentt

No-one can deny that America has always faced westward . Cnee

the Puritans hod spent a winter or two around what is now the Bos-

ton-Salem region, they began rather rapidly to work Inward, Early

in the nineteenth centuiy, Henry Thoreau wrote;

When I go out of the house for a walk, uncertain
as yet whither I will bend ny stt ps, and submit
myself to my Instinct to decide for me, I find,
strange and whimsical as It may seem, that I fi-
nally and inevitably settle southwest, toward
some particular wood or meadow or deserted pas-

ture or hill in that direction. Ky needle is

slow to settle - varies a few degrees and does
not always point due southwest. It is true, and
It has good authority for this variation, hut It
always settles between west and south-southwest.
The future lies that way to me, and the earth
seems more unexhausted and richer on that side . . .

Eastward I go only by force j but westward I go
free. Thither no business leads me. It Is hard
for me to believe that I shall find fair land-
scapes or sufficient wildness and freedom behind
the eastern horizon. . . hut I believe that the
forest which I see In the western horizon stretches
uninterruptedly toward the setting sun. . . I
should not lay so such stress on this fact If I

1 The Coluriblad , Vol. I. pp. 18P-18U.
(Philadelphia, Penn., C. & A. Conrad and Co., 1809) ,
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did not believe that something like this Is

the prevailing tendency of ay countrymen. I
muBt^walk toward Oregon, and not toward Eur-
ope .

A prevailing tendency It was Indeed. Vlthin two hundred years of

the Puritans, their descendants, with the aid of thousands of Im-

migrants from Europe and points east, had opened up the continent

from Boston to the Pacific for settlement.

The westward-travelling pioneer Is the most romantic figure

among the many pioneers which America has nourished. Be repre-

sents the somewhat irrational desire of tho American to face ele-

mental nature alone and pit his strength against storm, cold, or

savage, When John Charles Fremont in the 18^0* s wrote reports of

his trip to what is now San Francisco, the easterners read them

avidly.

Fremont chasing "buffalo, Galahad Carson reclaim-
ing the orphaned boy’s horses from the Indians,
Odysseus Godey riding charge against hordes of
the red butchers - there was here a spectacle
that fed the nation’s deepest need. They were
adventure books, they were charters of Manifest
Destiny, they were texts of navigation for the
uncharted sea so many dreamed of crossing, they
were a pageant of daring, endurance, and high
endeavo^ in the country of peaks and unknown
rivers

,

1 Quoted as the invocation to The Year of Decision: 18U6 by Ber-
nard De Voto . Boston, tittle Brown and Company, .

2 DeYoto, op. olt ., p. 40.
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The coimon American man till read* the adventures of the fron-

tiersmen hungrily. The stories of western explorers, settlers,

and cowboys that sell by the thousands on American news-stands

and bring wealth to Hollywood producers are one of the major Amer-

ican forms of escape from the drabnesn of material existence . It

makes no difference that the reality of pioneering life was not

always a pleasant adventure

.

"The seed of expansion, to answer the tug, to push over the

ridge, to go it alone. To the destructive element submit yourself

and with the exertions of your hands and feet in the water make

the deep, deep sea keep you up. To be a man and know that you

were a man."^* That sentiment is one side of the westering pioneer:

the side of romantic longing for excitement.

On the other side the frontiersman was a seeker of freedom -

that elusive principle for which all America would like to stand

.

When the Puritan theocracy of the Massachusetts Bay Colony became

so autocratic that it completely destroyed the religious freedom

for which It had ostensibly come to America, Poger Williams moved

south; others atiuck out for the west. Always the frontier was

noted for its lack of social distinctions, as well as for its law-

lessness . When law, government, and restraint of individual lib-

erty moved in on them, the frontiersmen pushed on again.

1 DeVoto, ojp • cit pp. 66, 67
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At that campfire under the Tetons, In the il-
limitable alienee of the mountain nigit with
the great clouda going by overhead, one parti-
cular American desire and tradition existed
In its final purity. A company of free com-
panions had mastered circumstance in freedem and
their yarns were an odyssey of the man in buck-
skins who would not be commanded.!

Even today the west is considered the most liberal, the most purely

democratic section of the United States.

This westward movement, favorite theme of both the historian^

and the cannon man, embodiment of national principles and desires,

living picture of the spirit of America, is, without doubt, a sub-

ject worthy of epic treatment. James Truslov Adams asserts that

the western frontier was the most important moulding Influence in

American llfe.^ It contains the externally wide horizons, the

national life, and the movement of many men demanded of an epic

by John Clar£. It encompasses a vast communal struggle involving
\

the whole nation.5 And, of course, it enabled the United States

to become so rich that no enemy has yet been found vho could con-

quer her.

It is this westward movement which James Fenimore Cooper

chose as the theme for his Leatherstocking Tales . At first, he

1 Ibid ., p. 67 .

2 Ibid ., Pref., p. IX, ]
3 The Epic of American , (Boston, Little Brown and Co., 19^) p. 122.

^ Op* clt ., introduction, p. 7*

5 Hamilton, op, clt ., p. 156 - sets communal struggle up as an epic
requirement

•
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probably had no groat scope In mind . Jfe probably Intended to

vrit9 only a single volume, a novel that vould reveal In some de-

tail how his father, William Cooper, led the settlement of the

present Cooperstovn at the foot of Lake Otsego In New York. But

The Pioneers (published 1825) sold so well that Cooper decided

upon one or two sequels. For the hero of these later novels he

took the civilization-despising Ratty Bumppo - whose character he

proceeded to change In some respects - instead of Marmaduke Tem-

pleton who represented his father In the original novel. In The

last of the Mohicans (published 1326) he began to oppose Ratty

Bumppo to both the red and the white enemies of the British who

were settling America. By The Prairie (published 1827) he had

undoubtedly begun to take a broad, over-all view of these tales

about Bumppo. When he let Ratty wander over the Pocky Mountains

to gaze upon the Pacific ocean, ^ Cooper transformed his hero from

a simple Individual character Into a symbol of the pioneer. It

Is obvious that Cooper mist have entertained the possibility of

this conception of Ratty’s role from the beginning - If only half-

consciously - for at the end of The Pioneers he said of him, "Re

had gone far toward the setting sun, - the foremost In that band

of Pioneers, who are opening the way for the march of the nation

across the continent ,"c To make these novels a saga of the vest-

1 The Prairie, (New York, Grossott and Dunlap, n.d .,) p. 84 „

2 (Rew York, Grossett and IXuilap, n.d.,) p. 497,
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ward movement, the tracing of Natty '

8

early year* in the east vaa

the only task remaining.

The westward movement became more than a mere framework for

Natty's adventures in these tales. All five of the novels are

thoroughly permeated with the spirit of the American frontier. As

early as The Pioneers this spirit is the controlling one . Cooper

knew intimately the longing for adventure, the desire for freedom,

the love of the wilderness, the courage and the hardihood of the

frontier - just as he knew the shiftlessness end the treachery

that crept into that same frontier - because he had himself been

somewhat of a pioneer. When James Fenimore Cooper was born there

in 1789 the settlement on lake Ctsego, New York, - later to become

Cooperetown - was only four years old . Although Cooper saw no

Indians in the eleven years that passed before he entered a school

in Albany,^ he roamed an untouched woodland and never forgot what

he learned in the process

.

DeVoto indicates that many pioneers went west pertly because

they loved the virgin country to be found there.

The land of little rain, the Shining Mountains.

It was thoirs before the movers came to blemish
it - rivers flowing white water, peaks against
the sky, distances of blue mist against the

rose -pink buttes, the canyons, the forests, the

1 Henry Walcott Boynton, James Fenlmore Cooper, (Hew York, The
Century Company (c . 1$!? 1 )), p. 26 .
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grease -wood flats where the springs sank out

of sight . . • God had set the desert In their
hearts

.

I can think of no writer who was more sensitive to the natural

untouched “beauty of America than Cooper. Both The Deers layer and
*

The Last of the Mohlcana are filled with descriptions of the woods,

streams, and lakes that make Few York State lmeslstable to tour-

ists . With broad strokes, Cooper describes lake Ontario and the

surrounding region In The Pathfinder and the western plains In The

Prairie

.

Those who hare doubted the sincerity or the Intensity of Coop-

er* s patriotism should reread some of these descriptions. Take,

for example, this passage from The Pathfinder . The heroine, Mabel

Dunham and her uncle, on their way from the east to a fort on lake

Ontario, stop for a moment In the wilderness to look about them.

And truly the scene was of a nature to Impress
deeply the Imagination of the beholder. Towards
the west, In which direction the faces of the
party were turned, the eye ranged over an ocean
of leaves, glorious and rich In the varied and
lively verdure of a generous vegetation, and
shaded by the luxuriant tints which belong to

the forty-second degree of latitude. The elm
with its graceful and weeping top, the rich vari-
eties of the maple, most of the noble oaks of
the American forest, with the broad -leafed lin-
den known in the parlance of the country as the
basswood, mingled their uppermost branches, form-
ing one broad, and seemingly Interminable carpet
of foliage, which stretched away towards the set-

1 DeToto, op. clt ., p. 67
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ting sun, until It bounded the horizon, by blend-
ing with the clouds, as the waves and the sky
meet at the base of the vault of heaven. Here
and there, by son© accident of the tempests, or
by a caprice of nature, a trifling opening among
these giant members of the forest permitted an
Inferior tree to struggle upward toward the
light, and to lift Its modest head nearly to a

level with the surrounding surface of verdure . . .

It was the vastness of the view, the nearly
unbroken surface of verdure, that contained the

principle of grandeur. The beauty was to be
traced In the delicate tints, relieved by grad-
ations of light and shade; while the solemn re-

pose induced the feeling allied to awe.*

Or, If you prefer prairie scenery, take this brief sunset.

The sun, which had been struggling through such
masses of vapor throughout the day, fell slowly
in a streak of clear sky, and thence sunk glori-
ously Into the gloomy wastes, as he is wont to
settle into the waters of the ocean. The vast
herds which had been grazing among the wild pas-

tures of the prairies gradually disappeared, and
the endless flocks of aquatic birds, that were
pursuing their customary annual Journey from the
virgin lakes of the north towards the gulf of
Mexico, ceased to fan the air, which had now be-
come loaded with dew and vapor.^

Only the man who sincerely loves his country views It with the

hushed reverence which Cooper observes

.

Along with this love for American scenery, the pioneer desire

for adventure Is, also, apparent In The leatherstocklng Tales .

Hatty Bumppo possessed a ’’secret love of desperate adventure, which

had increased with his experience, until hazard and danger had be-

1 (Hew Yorie, Grossett and Dunlap, n.d ,,)

2 The Prairie, p. 133.
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come, in some measure, necessary to the enjoyment of hi® exist-

ence Meny of the important minor character®, like Tom HUtter,

Hhrry March and Paul Hover, were absolutely reckless in their dar-

ing pu®h beyond civilisation.

Nor was Cooper the unreasoning, snobbish aristocrat that some

people erroneously consider him. Notwithstanding the apparent pre-

tensions of the novel. Home as Found (published 1838), and the

many libel suits which Cooper brought against the American press

for its vulgarity, Cooper enthusiastically defended young America's

republican form of government against all European challengers dur-

ing the seven years (1826-1833) which he spent abroad He both

understood and heartily believed in the ideals of democracy.

Of course, it must be admitted that Cooper's concept of the

term "democracy" was somewhat different from our present inter-

pretation. He believed in an aristocratic democracy. While all

wen should b9 as equal as possible, each man should cultivate aris-

tocratic or gentlemanly virtues ? The landowner, he felt, should

be considered as much as the common man. In The Oak Openings he

declared violently that the democracy which "looks into the gutter

solely for the people," forgetting the masters or gentlemen, is a

1 Cooper, The last of the Mohicans (N.Y., Grossett & Dunlap, n.d.)

p. 278.
2 Boynton, o£, cit ., p. 210.

3 Thomas Kay Mather, lectures on American Literature, delivered
at Boston university, January - May, 19^5 *
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"bastard democracy Because the Indiana give more respect to

their chiefs than to loafers and because they observe hereditary

consideration, although possessing no hereditary rights, Cooper

felt that the Indians practice real democracy.

This curious combination of social aristocracy and political

democracy was adhered to by many Americans during the early years

of the nineteenth century. It can be seen to some extent in Haw-

thorne and Bryant. It is even more obvious in the characters of

those men who framed the Constitution of the United States . This

ldiosyncracy made them reluctant to add the Bill of Bights.

Had Cooper done nothing but praise gentlemanly pursuits and

ideals, as he does In picturing British officers like Duncan Hay-

ward in The Last of the Mohicans and rich, lovely belles like

Elizabeth Templeton In The Pioneers , he would hve followed the

usual epic tradition. Dixon states that epics have always re-

flected the life and Banners of the ruling classes . But In Amer-

ica there was no longer a hereditary nobility to impose Its Ideals

upon the nation. The pioneering spirit which came to dominate the

country more and more was, as we have seen, a democratic one. And

Cooper wholeheartedly built his Leatherstocklng Tales upon this

prevailing democracy in Its finest aspects

.

1 (Hew York, D. Appleton and Company (pref . lf&8)), p. 12U.
2 Loc . clt

.
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It was the common men whom Cooper raised up as a worthy hero

to he emulated, the free men of high virtue . His homespun Natty

Burappo exemplified the "forthright people, with a readiness of sin-

cere tears and an energy that could be neither measured nor stayed,

whom Be Voto praises as the far western explorers."
1

At the be-

ginning of The Prairie he paid homage to the courage of the pio-

neers, referring In a kindly tone to the "swarms of that restless

people which Is ever found hovering on the skirts of American soci-

ety, who plunged Into the thickets that fringed the right bank of

the Mississippi (at the time of the Louisiana Purchase} with the

same careless hardihood, as had already sustained so many of them

In their toilsome progress from the Atlantic states, to the eastern

shores of the * father of rivers 1 ."

2

In The Oak Openings he as-

serted that the American freeholder might hold up his head In the

midst of the world’s land tillers.^

The courageous westward movement, then, forms both the frame-

work and the spirit of Cooper’s Leatherstocking Tales . It is the

expensive theme of his large canvas. Just as the Chanson de Boland

captures the spirit of twelfth century Prance, so The heatherstock-

ing Tales mirror the finest characteristics of the western explora-

tion of America

.

1 0£. clt., p. 139.
2 Page 2

.

3 page 169 .
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If a theme realizing the aspirations of a vhole nation were

the only requisite needed to turn a literacy work into an epic,
-v

l

no one could deny The leatherstocking Tales epic rank. Cooper

probably Judged - and I think rightly - that the westward movement

In the united States was an event equal in importance to the forg-

ing of the Sampo, mystical symbol of success, which forms the focal

point of Finland's Ka leva la . Certainly the winning of the Amer-

ican west is an event analogous to the founding of the Roman Em-

pire, the theme of Vergil's Aeneld . Where the Sampo, had it not

been lost in the ses, might have enabled the Finns to be masters

of the world, Aeneas' arrival in Italy did eventually result in

the conquest of mach of the then-known world. Obviously the fruits

of the American westward movement are still being harvested. The

lives of men in eyery nation may depend on the future of the west-

ern world

.
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COOPER’S PICTURE OF FRONTIER LIFE





Chapter III

COOPER'S PICTURE OF FRONTIER LIFE

Not only must an epic embody the spirit of a nation; it must,

also, present a detailed, representative picture of her manners.

In the course of its evolution, each folk epic collected a wealth

of references to the daily life of the people it involved. Cri-

tics, as we have seen, came to demand from every epic a broad,

over-all portrait of seme age.

Consider what former epic writers have included in their

works. For much that is known about early Greek custcms we

have The Iliad and The Odyssey to thank. Homer openly revealed

many of hia nation's idiosyncrasies. Through him we have learned,

for example, that hospitality was an inviolable rite among the

Greeks. With guests fabulous gifts were exchanged; thus when

Telemachus took leave of Menelaus from whom he had been solicit-

ing news of his father, Menelaus presented the boy with a rich

embroidered robe, and a silver chalice.* Once a man had enter-

tained a stranger he remained forever the stranger's friend. This

friendship even continued throughout successive generations. Thus

we find the Greek Diomed refusing to fight in single combat with

1 Homer. The Odyssey , translated by S. H. Butcher and A. Lang,
Modem Library Edition. (New York, Random House, n.d.).
Book XV, p. 229.
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the Trojan Glaucus because Olaucus* grandfather, Bellerophon, had

once visited Diomed*s ancestor, Oeneua, for twenty days The

wooers in Odysseus* house could have committed no graver misde-

meanor than their violation of 1%nelope *8 hospitality.

Even more interesting perhaps are the details Homer revealed

concerning methods of warfare in early Greek civilization. From

The Iliad we know that some warriors fought in chariots; others,

o
on foot. The issue of any war was decided, not in the common

melee on the "battlefield, hut in single combat between leaders.

For that reason, the leaders were supposed to control their anger

during general fighting and to hold themselves aloof from entang-

ling with soldiers of leaser ren’r. When the fighting boiled too

furiously, they usually retired hastily to the rear of battle in

order to avoid vainly wasting their lives

.

Both The Iliad and The Odyssey explain much of the Greek re-

ligion. Libations and various kinds of sacrifices fill many of the

poetic lines • Ve learn that the Greeks were a superstitious people

with their soothsayers^ and their love potions .

11

And, of course,

their gods were always involving themselves in human struggles •

1 Homer. The Iliad, translated by William Cullen Bryant. ("Boston,

James B. Osgood and Co., 1877 ) Vol. I, Book TI, PP. 156-162.
2 Ibid, p. 120.

5 Ihe Odyssey, Book XV, p . 255 .

4 Tfe Iliad, II, Book XVI, p. 47.
Cf . The Odyssey , p. 51 where Helen gives her guests a sooth-
ing potion. (Book TV") .
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In famous passages from The Iliad Greek burial customs are

described at great length. When soldiers vere killed in battle,

the remaining Greeks out off their own hair and strewed it over

the bodies.

1

The dead bodies vere then all burned on one pyre.

After the bones had been gathered up and placed in golden vases

p
for transportation home, games ensued. These games included

chariot-races, foot races, boxing, wrestling, spear throwing, dis-

cus throwing, and archery.-

More intimate facts, about dress, home furnishing?, and
i

clothes were, also, included in these epics. ‘Prominent men, for

example, wore tunics and laced sandals when out of their battle

k
armor. At home they were fond of sporting purple mantels of dou-

ble thickness, over their tunics. On these mantels inscribed gol-

den brooches were displayed . As for food, meat - roasted on

spits - was the stable in every warrior’s diet. Strangely enough,

the Greeks considered a goat's belly filled with fat and blood a

£
delicate pudding.

As one would expect, most of the customs recorded in Vergil's

Aeneld resemble those depicted by Tfomer since the Troians acted

1 , Iliad, p.286. Vol. II, Book XXIII.
2 rbTj[., PT592.
3 TbTd., PP. 292 -319 .

fc TKTT ., Vol. I, Book X, p. 252.

5 The Odyssey , Book XU, p. 299.
6 Tbid ., Book m, P. U3, end Book XVTII, p. 279.
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raich like their Greek contemporaries • It is only vhen Aeneas

reaches Iatium that some new manners are introduced into the poem.

There, in the action of Mezentius, a leader who Joins Tumus a-

gainst Aeneas, we see for the first tine the honored Roman custom

of committing suicide rather than letting oneself die of wounds in-

flicted by an enemy.* With the Iatians, too, originated the cus-

tom of unbarring the two steel gates before the temple of Mars

when the senate officially voted a war/

1

Because the fragments of The Ka leva la, the national epic of

Finland, were not gathered together for publication until 1835*

The Ka leva la is far less well known to the world than the works

of Homer and Vergil. Actually it is even more of a treasure-house

of customs and legends than its Greek and Roman counterparts

.

Religious beliefs and observances are abundantly scattered

through the pages of The Kaleva la . So are the usual epic details

about methods of hunting and fighting. Even such intimate facts

as the heroes' habit of bathing in a perfume of honey smell and

a soap made of reindeer fat mixed with a lye of milk and ashes

are reiterated/

1 The Aeneld, translated by John Dryden, (ifew York, The Heritage
Press, 19M0 . Book X, p. 319.

2 Ibid ., Book VII, p. 215.
3 TW Fa leva la f translated by John Martin Crawford, third edi-

tlon. (Cincinnati, The Robert Clarke Company, 19C&.) Vol. I,

P. 267.
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Almost always epic leaders found some use for boats . So here

the three mighty heroes, Walnamolnen, Ilmarlnen, and Iemninkalnen,

use ships to sail from Finland to the cold, northern Iapland where

their eternal enemies dwell. These ships with their pine masts and

linen sails of blue, white, and scarlet add color to the epic. 1

Similarly serving the purpose of pageantry - as the funeral

games and other amusements did In both Vergil and Boner - is the

marriage ceremony here of Ilmarlnen (a parallel to VUlcan), forger

of the Sampo, and the Iapland daughter of Poyhola. See Ilmarlnen

arriving at the bride* s house In his sky blue vest and scarlet

trousers, his red, ermine -trimmed shawl, his black, seal-skin coat

p
adorned with many Jewels, and his golden-wrlpted gloves. For the

ceremony his cheeks have been painted red and his hair has been

made to sparkle ? How that he is at hand there will be great

feasting on beer, oxen,^ salmon, bacon, and honeyed biscuits ?

After the eating, his minstrel brother Valnamolgnen will sing the

legends of the Horthland.^ But when the celebration Is concluded

Ilmarinen’s bride will, of course, go home to the same drab domest-

1 Ibid., p.258.
2 The Kialevala, Vol. I., pp. 268-269.
3 mrTrrrwe.
* Ibid ., pp. 302, 304.
5 iMd ., p. 327.
6 Ibid., p. 329.
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ic servitude to which women have always "been sentenced

The Spanish Ijay of the Cid follows the same pattern as the

epics which preceded it. Again there are detailed descriptions

of religious ceremonies, of dress, of wedding preparations, and

of warfare . By this time (the eleventh century) the religion of

Spain was no longer pagan but Christian. However, Le Cid felt

that God fought for him, and he was Just as enthusiastically mili-

tant as Achilles or Leamirifcainen.

Take these five epics: The Iliad, The Qdrcsey, The Aeneld ,

The Ka leva la , and The lay of the Cid, then, as examples of how

epics have always covered the dally life of the periods in which

they were set. It is needless to show how Milton dressed his Sa-

tan, his Adam and his “Sve or to refer to the innumerable Rousts

of Spenser’s Falrle Queen . If any Cooper would write an American

epic he must, obviously, bolster his work with a factual account

of commonplace early American customs and manners

.

Cooper’s reenactment of everyday life on the early American

frontier is Just what onee placed him high upon the favorite au-

thor list of many American boys and girls. Without distorting

historical truth Cooper made life in the untracked wilderness al-

luring, bjr stressing the possibilities of dangers to be courage-

1 Ibid ., pp. 35^-365





ously encountered. These dangers - along with the more prosaic

demands of frontier existence - he described with vivid realism.

The possibility of Indian attack was, of course, always a

threat to every western pioneer. The pages of The loatheretocklng

Tales are replete with such attacks . Of them the historic r’Mass-

acre of William Henry, " which Cooper depicts in The Last of the Mo-

hicans,

1

is the most bloody in its outcome. But more typical of

Cooper are the scenes of hand-to-hand fighting between Hatty or

one of his friends and one or two Indians. Most memorable of these

scenes is, possibly, the final struggle between uncas, son of Rat-

ty^ constant Indian companion, Chingachgook, and Magus, the un-

principled HUron Chief, in the closing pages of The Last of the

Mohicans ?

To protect themselves against these Indian attacks, western

settlements usually included a blockhouse to which the whole com-

munity might flee at signs of danger. In The Pathfinder Cooper

makes use of one such blockhouse located on one of the thousand

islands in Lake Ontario.

At the eastern extremity of the island,
a small blockhouse had been erected, with some
attention to its means of resistance . The logs
were bullet proof, squared and Jointed with a

1 Pages 212-217
2 Pages Uo9-^13
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care to leave no defenseleas points; the
windows were loop-holes, the door massive
and small, the roof, like the rest of the
structure, was framed of hewn timber, cov-
ered properly with bark to exclude the
rain. The lower apartment, as usual, con-
tained stores and provisions; here indeed

the party (protecting the island) kept all
their supplies; the second story was in-
tended for a dwelling, as well as for a citadel,

and a low garret was subdivided into two or
three rooms, and could hold the pallets of

some ten or fifteen persons . All the arrange-
ments were exceedingly simple and cheap ......
As the whole building was considerably less
than forty feet high, its sunmlt was conceal-
ed by the tops of the trees . ....

.....to enfilade the base of the building,
the upper stories projected several feet
beyond the lower, in the manner usual to
blockhouses, and pieces of wood filled the

apertures cut in the log flooring, which were
intended as loops and traps . The connunications
between the different stories were by means of
ladders .*

Ports, located at strategic points along waterways, also,

served as protection for the settlers. Cooper says that Port Os-

wego on lake Ontario had ”bastions of earth and logs, a dry ditch,

a stockade, a parade of considerable extent, and barracks of logs,

that answered the double purpose of dwellings and fortifications ."2

Rone of these forts had much heavy artillery because it was too

difficult to transport large guns far into the wilderness. Then,

too, the nature of Indian warfare would have made such weapons lm-

I

1 Pages 320, 321.
2 The Pathfinder, p. llU

.
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practicable

Cooper had enough of the eternal boy in him to be fascinated

always by strange fighting or hunting customs • For example he

laughs at the borderer's way of announcing a victory over his ene-

mies by ’'flapping his sides with his hands, as the conquering game-

cock is wont to do with his wings," and raising "a loud and laugh-

p
able imitation of the exultation of this bird." Then, too, he re-

velled in Itetty’s clever ways of eluding Indian pursuit.

In addition to his portrayal of frontier fighting customs.

Cooper presents a rather complete picture of the early settlement on

Lake Otsego in Hew York.

immediately on the bank of the lake and its fort,
stood the village of Templeton. It consisted of
some fifty buildings, including those of every de-
scription, chiefly built of wood, and which, in
their architecture, bore no great marks of taste,
but which also, by the unfinished appearance of
roost of the dwellings, indicated the hasty man-
ner of their construction. To the eye, they pre-
sented a variety of colors . A few were white in
both front and rear, but more bore that expensive
color on their fronts only, while their economical
but ambitious owners had covered the remaining
sides of the edifices with a dingy red. One or
two were slowly assuming the russet of age; while
the uncovered beams that were to be seen through
the broken windows of their second stories showed
that either the taste, or the vanity of their
proprietors, had led them to undertake a task
which they were unable to accomplish. The whole

1 Ibid „
2 The Prairie, p . 205 .
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were grouper* together In a manner that aped
the treat* of a city, and were evidently bo
arranged by the direction* of one who looked
to the want* of posterity rather than to the
convenience of the present incumbent*

Thl* description of the village a* a vhole 1* followed by one of

the Mansion hou*e where the settlement leader, Marmaduke Templeton,

lived

To thl* settlement came the usual miscellaneous group of pio-

neer* . Cooper characterized the Inhabitants of *uch an early out-

post, saying that they included*

The great proprietor resident on hi* lands,
and giving his name to, Instead of receiving
It from, his estates, as In Europe
The physician, with his theory, rather ob-
tained than corrected by experiments on the
human constitution; the pioufl, self-denying,
laborious, and 111-paId missionary; the half-
educated, litigious, envious, and disreput-
able lawyer, with his counterpoise, a brother
of the profession the shiftless, bargain-
ing, discontented seller of his ’betterments *

;

the plausible carpenter. ... .5

These men were a rough and ready lot who drank heavily and wasted

both forest and game - much to Natty Bumppo's displeasure - but

they were brave for the most pert and they Insisted on having their

academy

•

1 The Pioneers, p. 31.
2 Ibid ., pp. 35-36. Note that this description was not an accur-

iPEe one of Cooper’s own boyhood home although some of the de-
tails correspond

.

3 The Pioneers, Author's introduction, p. VII

.





LiIce most so-called uncivilized people* the American fron-

tier* -men were always hospitable.1 They liked to entertain them-

selves and. their guest* with rude *port* like running and Jump-

ing.2 In The Leatherstocking Tale* several ®hooting matches, at

which Batty 1 * skill with hi* rifle, ICilldeer, was tested, were

initiated by soldiers or settler*. There was, for example, 'the

passage of arms* at the garrison of Oswego where the potato trial

was brought forth ? For the prize of a silken calash. Batty, his

friend, Jasper Western, and the boastful quarter-master, Davy

Muir, contested to see who could fire a bullet through e large po-

tato tossed in the air some twenty yards from the contender. Muir

was quickly eliminated. But knowing how much Jasper wished to

possess the celash that he might present it to Sergeant Dunham's

daughter, Mabel, Batty graciously placed his bullet in the vege-

table's skin after Jasper had struck its center

Following the usual epic proceedings, Cooper went into minute

details concerning the dress and the food of his frontiersmen. He

tells us that Batty Bumppo wore habitually a forest green shirt

trimmed with a yellow fringe, a girlie of wampum, buckskin leg-

1 The Prairie, p. 16.
2 The PeersTayer, (Bew York, Grossett ft Dunlap, n. d.) p. 322.
3 The ^thfInder, pp. 16U-185.
h TMd., pp.Tf5-l8o.
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glngs, laced at the aide® and tied with deer sinews above the

knees, gaily-ornamented moccasins, and a skin cep from which the

fur had been cut.

1

Be makes important points of the facts that

before 1800 game was so plentiful around the Great lakes that the

soldiers quartered In that region came to detest their constant

o
diet of meat and flshc and that china dishes were a luxury In Am-

erica during the ITBO's.5

Finally, true still to epic tradition, Cooper reveals much

of the Christian religion of the western pioneers. In the next

chapter of this work. Natty Bumppo*s deep religious convictions

are analyzed. At the close of The Prairie Cooper devoted a long

passage to the preparations for Natty's Christian burial.

Another burial scene forms one of the most Impressive pas-

sages in the course of The Leatherstocklng Tales . The young In-

dian, Uhcas, and the courageous white girl, Cora Munro, lay op-

posite one another in a clearing within a Ienape Ihdien village J*

Cora's body, wrapped In Indian robes, rested on a litter of frag-

rant plants, Uhcas' corpse, arrayed In costly ornaments, sat up-

right, "Bich plumes nodded above his head; wampum, gorgets,

bracelets, and medals, adorned his person In profusion; though

1 The Inst of the Mohicans, pp. 29, 30.
2 The Pathfinder, pp. 132, 133.
3 The Moneers, p . 105

.

U The last of the Mohicans, p. 415.
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his dull eye and vacant lineaments too strongly contradicted the

Idle tale of pride they would convey."1 A continual walling was

kept up by one or another of the Indian maidens. Occasionally

they plucked the plants and flowers from under Cora’s body - as

though unseeing In their grief - and then strew them back over

her.2

After Cora had been quietly placed In her grave and one of

the white men in the company had sung a few hymns, TJncas was de-

posited In his burial place . Pacing the east, his body was put

in an attitude of repose, with his weapons beside him "In readiness

for the final Journey. An opening was left In the shell, by which

It (the body) was protected from the soil, for the spirit to com-

municate with its earthly tenement, when necessary; and the whole

was concealed from the Instinct, and protected from the ravages of

the beasts of prey, with an Ingenuity peculiar to the natives ."5

Apparently Cooper was not content to confine himself to por-

traying the life of the white frontiersman. He spent even more

time on Indian customs - as the last passage above might Indicate.

Take this description of a temporary Sioux camp In the mid west,

for Instance.

1 Ibid., pages 415, Ul6.
2 iETT ., p. 417.
3 The last of the Mohicans > p. 426.





The lodges were tents of skin, high, conical,
and of the most slxrple and primitive construc-
tion. The shield, the quiver, the lance, and
the how of Its master, were to he seen suspend-
ed from a light post before the opening, or
door, of each habitation. The different dom-
estic Implements of his one, two, or three
wives, as the brave was of greeter or lesser
renown, were carelessly thrown at Its side,
and here and there, the round, full, patient
countenance of an infant might be found peep-
ing from Its comfortless wrappers of bark, as,

suspended by a deerskin throng from the same
post. It rocked in the passing air. Children
of a larger growth were tunfcllng over each oth-
er in piles, the males, even at that early age,
making themselves distinguished for that species

of domination which. In after life, was to marie

the vast distinction between the sexes . Youths
were in the bottom, essaying their Juvenile po-
wers in curbing the wild steeds of their fathers,
while here and there a truant girl was to be
seen, stealing from her labors to admire their
fierce and impatient daring

Towards their leaders Cooper shows the Indians strictly o-

bedlent. A Sioux chieftain was completely supported by his peo-

o
pie through tradition." Hi any tribe there might be two chiefs

ruling simultaneously: one distinguished for his intelligence

and cunning, the other for his strength and bravery Merit was

h
more Important than heredity always.

As for the status of the Indian squaw, the above passage

describing the Sioux encampment indicates that she was habitually

1 The Prairie, p. 332.
2 Ibid p. 3^9.
3 'Jhe Deers Layer, pp. 1*52,453.

4 Ibid ., P. vb.
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the attendant or aerrant of the Dadlan varrlor. An Indian girl

looked forward to marrying a noted hunter ruch as the white girl

dreams of marrying a rich young man. 1 But once In the wigwam of

a male - to which she supposedly went voluntarily - the soft-spo-

ken2 and often beautiful maiden was soon a broken, wrinkled hag,^

Then It would be her turn to watch over the younger women

The Indians ' treatment of their women was mild In comparison

to their treatment of their enemies, according to Cooper. Towards

the latter, the Indians often exhibited cruelty of the twentieth

century German variety. A revengeful lot, they hated their ene-

mies Intensely .5 Before each battle they would work themselves

up to a fury by engaging In a frenzied war dance . m this manner

even the noble Mohican Uncae prepared to encounter the forces of

Magua

.

A young warrior at length Issued from the lodge
of Uhcas; and moving deliberately, with a sort
of grave march, towards a dwarf pine that grew
In the crevices of the rockly terrace, he tore
the bark from Its body, and then returned whence
he came without speaking, lie was soon followed
by another, who stripped the sapling of Its
branches, leaving It a naked and blazed trunk.
A third colored the poets with stripes of a dark
red paint; ....Finally, the Mohican himself reap-

1
2

3
4

5

Ibid.,
Wtt .,

Ibid.,
fSld .,

iSld.,

P. 1*79.

P. 159.

p. 158.

p. 264.

p. 178.





peared, divested of all his attire except his
girdle and leggins, and with one half of his

fine features hid under a cloud of threatening

black.

Uncas moved with a slow and digpiifled

tread towards the poet, which he immediately
commenced circling with a measured step, not
unlike an ancient dance, raising his voice, at
the same time, in the wild and irregular chant

of his war-song. The notes were in the extremes
of human sounds; being sometimes melancholy and

exquisitely plaintive, even rivalling the melody
of birds - and then, by sudden and startling
transitions, causing the auditors to tremble by
their depth and energy. The words were few and
often repeated, proceeding gradually from a sort
of invocation, or hymn to the Deity, to an in-
timation of the warrior's object, and terminat-
ing as they commenced with an acknowledgement of
his own dependence on the Great Spirit
.... .Three times did he repeat this song, and as

often did he encircle the post in his dance.

At the close of the first turn, a grave and

highly esteemed chief of the Lenape followed his
example, singing words of his own .... .Warrior af-
ter warrior enlisted in the dance, until all of
any renown and authority were numbered in its

mazes. The spectacle now became wildly teJrrific

• . • .Just then Uncea struck his tomahawk deep in-
to the post, and raised his voice in a shout,
which might be termed his own battle -cxy

It was a signal that awakened all the slum-
bering passions of a nation. A hundred youths,
who had hitherto been restrained by the diffi-
dence of their years, rushed in a frantic body
on the fancied eriblem of their enemy, and sever-
ed it asunder, splinter by splinter, until no-
thing remained of the tnmk but its roots in the
earth. During this moment of tumult, the roost

ruthless deeds of war were performed on the frag-
ments of the tree, with as much apparent ferocity as
if they were the living victims of their cruelty.1

1 The past of the Mohicans, pp. 388-390.





The Indian considered a vlctoiy in fighting incomplete unless be

secured the scalp of his enemy.1 The more ruthless savage did

not even hesitate to remove a men's scalp irhlle the man was still

alive . (Old Tom ftvttsr in The Deera layer is maimed in this vay

and left to die slowly in agony .)^

For the victim who fell alive within their grasp, the Ameri-

can Indians had several ingenious tortures. First they would put

the prisoner's nerves to a trial. Captured by the Mlngoes, Natty

once served as target practice for warriors with tomahawks, knives,

and finally rifles .5 The object, of course, was to come as close

to the helpless prisoner, usually tied back to a tree, as possible

.

The prisoner's first flinching was gleefully awaited. These

trials were followed by a period in which the shrewish Indian wo-

j,

men were allowed to taunt and revile the victim. When be was

no longer in a state of mind to endure physical suffering, the

prisoner was finally turned back to the men who began the actual

process of torture . Burning splinters of pine were often driven

into a man's body, or the victim might be suspended by the arms

to s tree, deliberately bent over, that would be released so that

its snap upwards would pull the man's arms out of their sockets P

1 The Deerslayer, p. 110.
2 mr.7'p73V6.
5 Ibid ., pp. 482-^9.
h fbia ., p. U92.

5 The Last of the Mohicans, pp. 128-129.
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While torturing an enery in this way, the Indians usually

worked themselves into a demoniacal stage. They greeted his

groans with delight. Such a moral victory meant even more than

a scalp to them.1

Yet, in spite of the intense cruelty with which the American

Indian was endowed, Indians exhibited several sentimental spots.

As a whole they were devoutly religious. At one time llatty ob-

served, "The Idea of the Great Spirit is seldom long absent from

the mind of the Indian glrl."2 Be later asserted that even the

Mingo worships the true, living God.- Being stoical themselves,

they were often won over to admiration - even of an enemy - by

great exhibitions of self-command And, like most primitive peo-

ples, the Indians felt the deepest respect - amounting almost to

ewe - of the mentally unbalanced. Such persons they refused to

harm because they considered them exempt from parasitic evil

spirits who would ignore them since they have no cunning on which

to work ? Such unfortunate people were almost sacred objects to

the Indian.

Unfortunately, as Cooper reveals all too clearly, the Indians

became bestial under the influences which the white man transport-

1
2

I
k

5

The Deers layer, p. 1*51.

Ibi'^.y P.' lfe.
The last of the Mohicans,
The Deers layer, p. 1£9.
Ibid., p. 12.

P. 275.
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ed to them. Liquor was, of course, the most destructive of those

Influences. Cooper’s most striking and winning Indian, Chlngach-

gook. Is finally enfeebled by drinking. Bitterly he asks of him-

self, ’Is John (a nan© acquired In his last years) old? When vbs

a Mohican a squaw with seventy winters’. Hoi the white brings old

age with him - rum Is his torhawk.'’1

Cooper was romanticist enough to regret deeply the passing of

the uncorrupted Indian. Although he loved the American pioneer,

he was not unconscious of the Injustice being done the Indian by

the Whiteman's stealing away his land. Perhaps he felt that the

Indian deserved at least one biographer who could really see the

good as well as the evil In him.

At any rate, Cooper presents paintings of both sides of the

frontier, the Indian and the white. Ho other American fiction writ-

er has ever presented such a minute, if not wholly true-to-llfe,

study of pioneer conditions.

>

1 The Pioneers , p . 195
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Chapter IV

NAfty BUM££0 AS AN EPIC HERO





Chapter 17

NATTY BIMPPO AS AN EPIC HERO

No more brave and gallant a set of men exists than the epic

heroes which the western world has produced. From tho quietly

crafty Odysseus to the handsome, restless Lemminkainen, youngest

of the Kalevala leaders, epic heroes have always been men of coura-

geous deeds - true to their own principles, if not deep philosoph-

ical thinkers. They have lived out of doors, forging their own

weapons, shaping their own boats, hunting their own food. ‘They are

the adventurous men of action reverenced in a primitive stage of

society. It is their function to sum up within themselves the

ideals of their country and to imprint those ideals more firmly

upon the national mind.

Almost every nation during its infancy period has produced

one or more heroes of this nature. In provincial America several

men captured whatever poetic imagination the people possessed.

These men of deeds, like George Washington, William Clark, and

John Charles Fremont, were invariably either revolutionary leaders

or westward pioneers - or both. Of them all, Daniel Boone came

closest to being considered as a folk hero.

Daniel Boone accomplished more than any other single man to-

wards opening up the present region of Kentucky for settlement.
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After taking part in Edvard Braddock's disastrous campaign of

1755 , Boone, back in the east, began to think romantically of

that grassy region southvest over the Appalachians about which

several traders had informed him. In 1769* accompanied by five

other men, he rode through the Cumberland Gap and made his first

camp in Kentucky*'*' Hie following spring, Boone was left alone to

o
hunt and explore. That year of vandering he enjoyed so much

that in 1773 he started out with his family and a few friends to

settle in the Kentucky region. After they had crossed the moun-

tains, disaster met them. Boone's oldest son - end closest com-

panion - was killed and scalped by a band of Indians. Although

Boon© was undaunted by this event, his friends forced him to turn

3
back' and wait until 1775 , by which time the Indian uprisings in

4
the southvest had been somewhat controlled.

Later in his life Boone - and family - abandoned Kentucky for

5
the more rugged wilderness of West Virginia. In another decade

he was again on the move, this time headed for Missouri. When

some Kentuckians asked him why ho was leaving settled territory

1 Constance Lindsay Skinner. Pioneers of the Old Southwest ,

In Hie Chronicles of America Series, edited by Mien John-
son, Gerhard R. Lamer, & Charles W. Jefferys, Vol. 18. New
Haven, Yale University Press (1919). P* 98*

2 Ibid ., pp. 100-101.

3 Skinner, op . clt ., pp. 107# )08.

4 Ibid ., p. 129.

5 Ibid., p. 136.
6 Ibid., pp. 273, 274.
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at hie age (65 ) he replied, 'Too crowded, I want more elbow rocm.'*

And so he built a cabin in the midst of four or five other fam-

ilies in the Spanish-held territory of Missouri, Just above the

p
Junction of the Missouri and Mississippi Hivers. He spent his

last years exploring the unsettled regions beyond and around hie

cabin, even penetrating into the Yellowstone district in hie eight-

ieth year (l8l4).^

4
Although Cooper himself denied the fact, many critics have

conjectured that Natty Bumppo '8 character was based in part upon

Daniel Boone's. Certain analogies can be made. Both were men of

hardihood and courage . Both of them loved the natural beauty of

America and disliked being hennaed in by too many people. Both

had wide reputations as crack shots with a rifle. Each of them

was several times captured by bands of Indians. Like Hatty, Boone

had a desire to see California, but hie children would not let him

set out for the Pacific Coast on foot at the age of 85 . Finally

both men died serenely, untouched by disease.

That Cooper was fully conscious of Daniel Boone and hie con-

tributions to the westward movement is obvious from his remarks at

1 Ibid ., p. 27^.
2 toe , clt .

3 TETd., p. 277.
4 Cooper, Preface to The Leatherstocking Tales , pp. VI, VII,

prefixed to The Deerclayer .

5 Skinner, o£. clt ., p. £~t9 t
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the beginning of The Prairie* Speaking of the men who were rap-

idly moving across the Mississippi Into the newly-purchased Louis-

iana territory, Cooper said.

The distinguished and resolute forester who
first penetrated the wilds of the latter
state QCentucky), was of the number. This
adventurous and venerable patriarch was now
seen making his last remove; placing the
'endless river' between him and the multi-
tude, his own success had drawn around him,
and seeking for the renewal of enjoyments
which were rendered worthless in his eyes,
when trammeled by the forms of human Insti-
tutions.

1

But nevertheless we must take Cooper's word that "in the moral

sense this man of the forest (Natty BumppcQ Is purely a creation,"

although several people known to the writer in hie early youth

o
served as models for his physical appearance.

Ve must take Cooper's declaration as the truth because in many

ways, Natty was not like Boone. Natty la more than any one pion-

eer. His experiences are representative of those gone through by

all pioneers.

There is no do\bt that Natty Bumppo's character grew broader

in Cooper's mind as The Leatherstocking Tales evolved. In the

earliest novel written, The Pioneers, Ratty was a narrow-minded

1 Page 3.
2 Cooper, Preface to The Leatherstocking Tales , pp. VI, VII, pre-

fixed to The Deerslayer .
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old trapper* Because he disliked the advance of settlers given to

exploiting the land vhere he and his Indian companions had once

lived bountifully off deer and other game, he was often sulky or

sharp-tongued.* Yet even in his old age he was still strong and

fearless. And he vas loyal enough to his friends to undergo im-

prisonment for them.

From these virtues of courage, strength, and loyalty , Cooper

created his folk hero. By the time he came to vrite Natty's death

scene in The Prairie he must have reached a clear conception of

the nobility in his hero's character. In spite of hie idiosyn-

craciee - hie habit of laughing silently

2

and talking to himself,

^

his strange misuse of long words in the midst of his frequent

K
moralising - Hatty is not simply a three-dimensional life-like in-

dividual. He becomes - in The Leatherstocking Tales as a whole -

the ideal pioneer, epical in stature.

In appearance, Hatty was not a handsome man. His mouth was

. *5

too large and his sandy hair and eyebrows too shaggy;^ his face

was thin but sturdy, red and weatherbeaten from constant exposure.^

1 Page 166 et al.
2 The Last oF tKe Mohicans, p. 312 et al. Cf . The Pathfinder,— TT.

3 The Pathfinder , p. 70 et al.
k The IaBt of tSe Mohicans , p. kok et al .

5 The Pioneers , pp. 6 & 10.

6 Ibid., p. 10.
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But his quick grey eyes held an unvarying expression of earnest

-

2
ness, sincerity, and unflinching truthfulness.

Most epic heroes are powerful in e'nture as well as in deeds.

Homer marvelled at Odysseus' broad shoulders, his goodly thighs,

his strong chest, and his mighty arms.^ If we Judge by the fact

that Lersminkainen's mother could easily handle a rake whose handle

measured fifty fathoms and whose teeth were one hundred fathoms,

the heroes of The Kaleva la appear gigantic. Beside these men.

Batty Bumppo's six feet and slender frame seem slight indeed.

But he could endure without fatigue hundred mile marches through

unbroken forests.-^ "Vhipcord jrs scarcely more rigid than his

..6
arms and legs, or at need, more pliable.

«

Proofs of Hatty's stamina are frequent in The Leatherstocking

Tales . He once boasted of walking alone seventy miles with a

rifle bullet in his thigh, and then at his destination, cutting

7
the bullet out with his own hand. Bo ordinary man in his seven-

ties would cross the Rocky Mountains on foot, far in advance of

the streams of civilization.

1 Loc . cit.

2 The Deerslayer , p. 4.

3 The Odyssey, p. 200.
4 The Kalevala , Vol. I, p. 208.

5 The Pioneers , p. 319.
6 The Pathfinder , p. 172.

7 The Pioneers, p. 14.
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Although born in a settlement, Natty vas raised by a tribe of

Deleware Indians.
1

From these Indians, who remined his lifelong

friends, he received the sobriquet '’DeerslAyer" for his early ac-

curacy with a rifle. (The first Iriquois Indian whom Natty killed

named him 'Hawkeye" (in his dying moments) for the same reason.

2

The title ’Loatherstocking" came later in life from his habit of

wearing deerskin leggings gartered over the knees of his buckskin

breeches.

Early in his life. Natty found his reputation as a marksman

spreading over the frontier. By the time he had reached middle age,

his rifle Killdeer was as well known in America as the rifle borne

h
by Marlborough in Europe. Sergeant Dunham of Fort Oswego claimed

that he was "known to be the greatest rifle-shot that ever pulled

trigger in all this region.'^ At the same time Nstty*s composure

when he had first been captured by Indians in his y^uth had con-

verted him into an object of fear to all the savages of New York

and Canada.^

Hils potent figure combined all the best characteristics of

the woodsman. His love of adventure has already been described.

Combined with that trait he had plenty of the practical ingenuity

1 The preface to The Leatheratocklng Tales , p. VII. Prefixed to
The Deerslayer .

2. The Deerstayer , p. 107.

3 The Pioneers , p. 10.

4 The Pathfinder , p. Uo4.

5 'The Pathfinder, p. 1^2.
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requisite to living "on one's own." He knew where to find deer

when he was hungry or he could spear fish. Thanks to his Indian

upbringing he could erase all signs of his trail whenever an Ind-

ian pursuit threatened. And he was as much at home in a birch-

bark canoe as he was when afoot in the forest. In short he had

all the forest craft which Bernard DeVoto attributes to the astute

Indian trader.*

It has been said that "The frontiersman's best friend was his

p
trusty rifle." Matty could cock and poise his rifle instantly

with a single movement and fire almost without aiming.^ His repu-

tation attests to the accuracy of his bullets. Killdeer - which

had been first presented to him by Judith Hutter, heroine of The

Deerslayer , at her father's death - seemed to bear a charm like

that on King Arthur's Excalibur. And, like most epic heroes,

Hatty had a peculiar affection for his weapon. At one time he even

4
asked to have it buried beside him.

Matty possessed the courage of a pioneer in abundance. When

captured by Indians and threatened with the worst tortures they

6 Hie Deerslayer, pp. 275* 276 .

1 0j>. cit., p. 59.
2 Frederic Austin Ogg. The Old Northwest, p. 120. In The Chron-

icles of America Series, edited by Allen Johnson, Gerhard R.
Loraer, and Charles W. Jefferys, Vol. 19 • New Haven, Yale
University Press (c. 1919)*

3 The Deerslayer , p. 104 t

4 The Pathfinder, p. 474 4
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could devise for such a redoubtable enemy, he never revealed any

traces of fear. During his first period of such captivity, he was

tied to a tree and the warriors began to practice their skill with

the tomahawk (Hi him.

Hie head was the only part he could move, and
this had been purposely left free, that the
tormentors might have the amusement, and the
tormented endure the shame, of dodging, and
otherwise attempting to avoid the blows. Deer-
slayer dissapointed these hopes, by a command
of nerve that rendered his whole body as im-
moveable as the tree to which he was bound.
Nor did he even adopt the natural and usual
expedient of shutting hie eyes: the firmest
and oldest warrior of the redmen never having
more disdainfully denied himself this advant-
age, under similar circumstances.

Throughout his life he remained stoical, even though he never

despised the timid and realized the value of prudence in seme cir-

cumstances. At the "Massacre of William Henry” where two of his

friends were carried off by the marauding Indians, "he gazed at

the most appalling sight (the remains after the massacr0 with

eyes and muscles that knew not how to waver, but with execrations

so bitter and deep as to denote how much he denounced the crime

2
of his enemies.” With this same unflinching fortitude he scorned

fear on his deathbed.

1 The Deeralayer , p. 484 .

2 The Last of the Mohicans , p. 221
3. Th^ Prairie A p.3?^
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Some of Natty's deeds rival Beowulf's victory over Grendel.

Once when he was escorting a party of white men and women across

the prairie, he suddenly caught si$it of a herd of buffalo, stirred

up by some Sioux Indians, rushing toward them. A thicket being at

hand. Natty hastened to place his friends within its alight shel-

ter. Then he turned calmly to watch the advance of the herd.

The appearance of danger -was now, in reality,
of a character to try the stoutest nerves.
The flanks of the dark, moving mass, were ad-
vanced in such a manner as to make a concave
line of the front, and every fierce eye, that
was glaring from the shaggy wilderness of hair
in which the entire heads of the males were
enveloped, was riveted with mad anxiety an the
thicket. It seemed as if each beast strove to
outstrip his neighbor, in gaining this desired
cover; and as thousands in the rear pressed
blindly on those in front, there was the ap-
pearance of an imminent risk that the leaders
of the herd would be precipitated on the con-
cealed party, in which case the destruction of
every one of them was certain.

* * • • •

The old man Qfetty}, who had stood all this
while leaning on his rifle, and regarding the
movements of the herd with a steady eye, now
deemed it time to strike his blow. Leveling
his piece at the foremost bull, with an agility
that would have done credit to his youth, he
fired. The animal received the bullet on the
matted hair between his horns, and fell to his
knees: but shaking his head he instantly arose,
the very shock seeming to increase his exert-
ions. There was now no longer time to hesitate.
Throwing down his rifle, the trapper stretched
forth his arms, and advanced from the cover with
naked hands, directly towards the rushing col-
umn of the beasts.

The figure of a man, when sustained by the
firmness and steadiness that Intellect can only
impart, rarely fails of ccmaandlng respect from
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all the Inferior animals of the creation.
The leading bulls recoiled, and for a single
Instant there was a sudden stop to their
speed, a dense mass of bodies rolling up In
front, until hundreds were seen floundering
and tumbling on the plain. Then came another
of those hollow bellowings from the rear, and
set the herd again in motion. The head of the
column, however, divided. The Immovable form
of the trapper, cutting It, as it were, Into
two gliding streams of life.*

In this way, Iferry rescued his companions.

This action is reminiscent of the activity of Hatty's youth.

During his first, period of captivity In an Indian village, Hatty

had enraged a warrior named Le Panthere by refusing to marry hie

sharp-tongued sister, Sumach. Raising his tomahawk, Le Panthere

screamed, "Dog of the pale-faces \ go yell among the curs of your

own evil hunting-grounds, " and hurled the weapon.

Luckily the loud tones of the speaker had
drawn the eye of Deerslayer towards him,
else would that moment have probably closed
hie career. So great was the dexterity
with which this dangerous weapon was thrown,
and so deadly the intent, that it would have
riven the skull of the prisoner, had he not
stretched forth an am, and caught the handle
In one of its turns, with a readiness quite
as remarkable as the skill with which the
missile had been hurled. The projectile
force was so great, notwithstanding, that
when Deerslayer' s arm was arrested, his hand
was raised above and behind his own head,
and in the very attitude necessary to return
the attack. It is hot certain whether the

1 The Prairie, pp. 24l-2»*3.
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circumstance of finding himself unexpectedly in
this menacing posture and armed, tempted the
young man to retaliate, or whether sudden re-
sentment overcame his forbearance and prudence.
His eye kindled, however, and a small red spot
appeared on each cheek, while he cast all his
energy into the effort of his arm, and threw
back the weapon at his assailant. The unex-
pectedness of this blow contributed to its suc-
cess; the Panther neither raising an arm nor
bending his head to avoid it. The keen little
axe struck the victim in a perpendicular line
with the nose, directly between the eyes, liter-
ally braining him on the spot.*

Dixon commends Beowulf for not awaiting the tide of war, but

rather going out to meet it in true epic fashion. Beowulf, he as-

serts, went against an enemy of unknown strength, unknown haunts

2
and unknown resources. If one considers the elements of nature,

the inevitable dangers of an unexplored region, as enemies, then

Natty Bumppo, like Beowulf, went out to meet an uneetimated enemy

force. On the other hand he never struck an unsolicited blow at

an Indian. He killed men and animals only when the preservation

of his life was at stake. Although he considered the Mlngoes or

Iroquois deadly foes, he was conscious-stricken when it first be-

came necessary for him to kill one of them.^ Psychologically this

unavoidable action left a deep and lasting impression upon him.

He declared, ’’Bloodshed and warfare are not my real gifts, but

1 The Deerslayer, p. 459.
2 0£. Pit., pp. 75, 74.

5 'Hie Deerslayer , p. 105 ,
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1
peace and mercy. He vas no Lenminkalnen revelling In var for Its

excitement.2

In spite of the evidence of western romances, most frontiers-

men did not relish killing their fellovman, even when his skin vas

red. It is true that they resented the encroachments of the lav

bo much that they fled vest before it, and some of them were com-

pletely ruthless. But the majority had a strong sense of Justice

tempered by mercy. Had the Indian allowed them to possess his

lands freely they would have been willing to live peaceably beside

him.

As a true pioneer, Hatty, too, fled westward before. the ad-

vancement of civilization with its mandates. In his old age he

resented the closed season on deer around lake Otsego. Although

he recognized the dangers of lawless societies, he wished to remain

untranmeled himself.

Freedom vas the most precious of all rights in Hatty's eyes.

In spite of his early high regard for British and American army

officers and ladies, he came to consider all men as essentially

equals. Thus by the time of his appearance in The Pioneers , Hatty

felt little awe in the presence of the aristocratic Marmaduke

Templeton whom he did not hesitate to defy upon occasion. He re-

1 Quoted in The Pathfinder , p. 103.
2 The Kalevala

,

Vol. I, p. 318*
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fused to l)e subjugated to the will of any man, while he vas ready

to serve devotedly anyone he considered worthy of his admiration*

His love of freedom was so great that he could not endure the idoa

of being Imprisoned even for a month when he was sentenced to Jail

for defying a Templeton constable,*

The common pioneer had more depth of character than the usual

picture of him as a rough, crude, courageous but somewhat irra-

tional democrat would indicate* He was earnest and self-sacrific-

ing,

2

honest and loyal to his friends,^ simple in his tastes*

These pioneer virtues, too, are evident in Hatty Bumppo'o

character. Cooper refers to his honesty so often that ’honest

"

becomes an epithet for Hatty* Compared to the British quarter-

master, David Muir, the pathfinder (Hatty) was "as sincere as the

other was false, and as direct as the last was tortuous.'^ His

friends all attested to his loyality. 0 His spirit of self-sacri-

fice is, possibly, best seen in his relationships with Mabel Dun-

ham and Jasper Western* Although he loved Mabel deeply himself,

1 The Pioneers , p* 400.

2 See Roosevelt's statement concerning the western pioneer's earn-
estness find self-sacrifice quoted in Ogg, 0£. cit., p. 129*

3 De Yoto, o£. cit *, p. 147*

k The Deerslayer , pp. U, 144, 528.
Cf . The Pa ;.hflnder , p. 17, and The Prairie , p. 259, et. al.

5 The Pathfinder , p. ^55

•

6 Oliver Edvards declared, "He knows his friends, and never deserts
them, even if it be his dog." The Pioneers, p. 371*
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Hatty Traciously moved out of her life when he learned that she

preferred the younger Jasper - who adored her.

Like Daniel Boone, Natty was as ,a rule unassuming. During

the French-Indian Wars, he had no ambition to rise above his status

o
as hunter in the British army. Above, the fact that he was ready

to defer in those early years to superior social and military rank

has been pointed out.

Yet Natty had a large supply of soIf-irespect. Though ho rare-

ly thrust himself forward, he was proud of his own valor, as all

epic heroes were. At one time, he boasted to Jasper Western,

"Chingachgook and I have consorted together since we were boys,

and have fi't in company on the Horlcan (Lake George), the Mohawk,

the Ontario, and all the other bloody passes between the country

of the Prenchers and our own. He was proud, too, of hie own

trustworthiness, a quality that the enemies so respected in him

that they allowed him furloughs when he was their captive just as

though he were a redman Instead of a sneaking white.

^

There is nothing really objectionable in pride of Natty’s

sort - though it doeB perhaps represent a foible. It did not

1 Skinner, 0£. clt ., p. 140.

2 The Pathfinder, p. 460.

3 Ibid ., p. dQ.
U The Deerslayer , p. 376.
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prevent Hatty from exhibiting a tender-heart on various occasions.

Thus in The Last of the Mohicans when he was listening to David

Gamut, accompanied by the two Munro girls, sing hymns, he cried

freely.
1

At Utacas' funeral, he held Chingachgook's hand wept with

him.
c

But the reader feels, as the Lapland Louhi dnce did on hear-

ing Vainamoinon walling beside the sea on which he had been lost,

that

'This is not the wail of children,
These are not the tears of women,
In this way weep bearded heroe^;
This the hero-cry of anguish.'*'

Natty's love for Uncas had been as strong as though the youth

were his own son. Up until the time of Uncas' death. Natty had

never loved a woman. According to his own testimony, he preferred

hunting and wandering about the woods to settling down as the head

k
of a family. All his affection had, therefore, been expended upon

Chlngachgook and Chingachgook's wife and son.

In middle-age Natty met Mabel Dunham who became an important

figure in his life. Where women were concerned, Natty was often

unusually timid; but once he learned that Sergeant Dunham looked

upon him as the ideal husband for his daughter. Natty was soon com-

pletely captivated by the charming 'Magnet” as she was called. To

her father he declared that he had never known Providence to balance

1 The Last of the Mohicans, p. 67*
2 mn~vTkw;^

—
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all the virtues so well in any other person
1

Finally he summoned up enough hardihood to reveal the nature

of his emotions to her, saying,

I never know'd it afore, Mabel; but girls are
of more account in this life than I could have
believed. Now afore I know'd you, the new-
born did not sleep more sweetly than 1 used;
my head was no sooner on the root, or the stone
• • • than all was lost to the senses. • • .

• • Now, I think no longer of anything rude
in my dreams; but the very last night we stayed
in the garrison I imagined I had a cabin in a

grove of sugar maples, and at the root of every
tree was a Mabel Dunham, while the birds among
the branches sung ballads instead of the notes
that nature gave, and even the deer stopped to
listen. X tried to shoot a fawn, but Killdeer
missed fire, and the creatur' laughed in ay
face, as pleasantly as a young girl laughs in
her merriment, and then it bounded away, look-

ing back as if expecting me to follow.

^

When she refused him gently, he wept and declared fervently

that he would never again think of her or anyone else in that way/

While Mabel married the young Ontario sailor, Jasper Western,

Natty kept his promise. Yet he retained no ill-will in his heart.

Natty Bumppo's courage and hardihood, his love of adventure,

his ingenuity, his sense of Justice and loyalty, hiB honesty and

earnestness, his modesty, and his capacity for self-sacrifice all

3 The Kalevala , Vol. I, p. 90.
k The Deerslayer , p. lUl.

1 The Pathfinder, p. 137*
2 Ibid ., pp. 300 j 301.

3 Ibid ., pp. 295, 296.
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stamp him as representative of the American pioneer. Even his shy-

ness with women is not out of keeping with his role. But It is

his love of both woods and prairie along with his simple religion

which, above all, marks him as the symbol of the ideal frontiers-

man.

Once when Judith Hutter, who was at the time in love with him,

asked him where his sweetheart was, Natty replied.

She's in the forest, Judith - hanging from the
boughs of the trees, in a soft rain - in the
dew on the open grass - the clouds that float
in the blue heavens - the birds that sing in
the woods - the sweet springs where I slake my
thirst - and in all the other glorious gifts
that come from God's Providence

l

1

Natty was filled with the same emotion which quickened in the men

of the 1840' s who read how Fremont "reached the highest peak of

the Wind River divide and there pressed between leaves of his note-

_o
book a honey bee that was making westward. The strength of this

emotion made him despise those pioneers who wasted America's nat-

ural resources in a wanton fashion.

This love of nature was, obviously, an integral part of Nat-

ty's religion. Cooper intended flhtty as a man 'who sees God in

the forest; hears Him in the winds; bows to Him in the firmament

1 The Deerslayer , pp. 122, 123.

2 De Voto, 0£. cit., p. 47.
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which o'ercanoples all, submits to his sway In a humble belief of

his Justice and mercy; In a word, a being who finds the Impress

of the Deity In all the works of nature, without any of the plots

produced by the expedients, and passion, and mistakes of man*
^

At church-services In the garrisons, Hatty declared, he could

never reach the feeling of reverence and real affection he felt

p
when alone in the wilderness with God*

Natty refused to ally himself with any one Christian creed.

He had withstood the evangelizing of Moravian, Episcopalian, and

Catholic alike . Subtleties of doctrine he considered stupid.

Yet he was a sincere Christian, for he felt that "it is as on-

creditable for a white man not to be a Christian, as it is for a

red-skin not to believe in his happy hunting-ground
. ”5

c
Natty* s God was a benevolent maker of benevolent laws. Like

Cooper himself, ^ Natty felt the fertility of the west a great gift

from God. When Valnamolnen was called upon to heal his people of

the nine deadly diseases which Louhl had hurled upon them, he

1 Cooper, Preface to The Leatherstocking Tales , p. VIII, prefixed
to The Deerslayer .

2 The Pathfinder, p. 99 •

3 Ibid ., Vfo, 1+77.

U . Tke Last of the Mohicans , p. lUl.

) 5 The Pathfinder , p.

6 The Last of the Mohicans , p. 139*

7 Cooper, Preface to The Oqk Openings, p. 7»
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acknowledged.

What I know of healing measures,
Only came8 from my creator. 1

In a similar manner, Hatty attributed his many escapee from Indian

p
arrows to the Lord's help.

Although the ritual and the controversial doctrines of the

Christian Church concerned him little, Hatty possessed most of the

Christian virtues. According to Cooper's observations, Natty

prayed often, daily, if not hourly,"' Just as Aeneas once prayed

4 5
before every battle. He detested idolatry in any form. Of his

conscience he said, "He is king with me, and I try never to dis-

pute his orders. Forgiveness he considered the white man's gift:

Natty went beyond most of his Christian contemporaries In that

he neither hated nor despised the Indians as a race. He .recognized

Q
both good and bad Indians." To each color he would allow its own

gifts, laws, and traditions. Thus he was sensible of the Christian

virtues in Chlngachgook in spite of that Indian's habit of scalping

1 The Kalevala , Vol. II, p. 659 .

2 The Bath.fi.ider , p. 74.

3 Tfoe Pathfinder , p. 484.
4 Vergil, The Aeneld , Book XII, p. 568 .

5 The Deerslayer , p. 209.
6 Ibid ., p. 401.

7 Ibid ., p. 72.

8 The Prairie , p. 455*
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his enemies.

1

He once told Hurry March - his companion in many

of the events in The Deerslayer -

I look upon the redmen to be quite as human
as we are ourselves. Hurry. They have their
gifts, and their religion it's true; but that
makes no difference in the end, when each
shall be Judged according to his deeds, and
not according to his skin.^

Obviously he believed in immortality for Indian and vhiteraan

both. He once revealed to Duncan Heyward hie conviction that

heaven was a place of happiness where all men would be treated ac-

*
cording to their deserving.-' As his own death approached he was

certain that God would reward him for whatever he had done well

and mercifully chastise his wrong-doing.*

4

In her criticism of Fielding’s theory of the comic prose epic,

Ethel Thombury says, '‘The ancient epics gave us a picture of

their world because they gave us pictures of the most representa-

tive men of those worlds.’’^ Achilles' wrath was not incompatible

with his courage in the mind of the ancient Greeks. He symbolized

their powerful, aristocratic leaders. Similarly Le Cid's militant

Christianity was typical of twelfth century Spain. It does not

1 The Pathfinder , p. 476.
2 The Deerslayer , p. 42.

3 Pie Last of ~t£e Mohicans , pp. 232 , 233*
4 The Prairie , p. 470.

5 Thornbury, og. clt ., p. 165.
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matter that an epic hero fall short of perfect virtue; It matters

only that he be the ep’tome of the ideals reverenced by his nation.

Cooper himself must have felt that he had succeeded in mold-

ing Ifetty Bumppo into an ideal. In these words, he sums up Hat-

ty's character:

In short, it was said of the Pathfinder, by one
accustomed to study his fellows, that he was a

fair example of what a Just-minded and pure taan

mi^it be, while untempted by unruly or ambitious
desires, and left to follow the bias of his feel-
ings, amid the solitary grandeur and ennobling
influences of a sublime nature; neither lod aside
by the inducements which influence all to do evil
amid the incentives of civilization, nor forget-
ful of the Almighty Being whose spirit pervadee
the wilderness ...

Through Hatty, Cooper presents the sublime, but natural, thoughts

necessary to an epic.

Search literature as you will, you can find no more forceful

figure representative of the beet in America. Ho other writer

in the present English language has ever conceived such a folk

hero. Pure, fine, and dignified, Hatty Bumppo is America in her

most 1 ovable and her most splendid moments.

1 The Pathfinder, p. 145
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Chapter V

THE PLOT OF THE IFJCTHER8TOCTCIHG TALES

There have always teen strict rules regarding the plot of an

epic. Some of these Cooper disregarded . But in respect to oth-

ers, he fully equalled ancient epic writers.

Since Aristotle, critios have always demanded unity of plot

in an epic . As we have seen, Aristotle insisted that both the be-

ginning and the ending must be capable of being included in a sin-

gle view. Andrew I/ing refused to call The Ka leva la an epic sim-

ply because in his eyeo it lacks this unity of plot.

1

It is not enough for an epic merely to have unity of hero,

said Aristotle and the Renaissance critics.- Aristotle commend-

ed Homer for centering The Iliad on a few days In Achilles'

life and for confining The Odyssey to Odysseus' return to Itha-

ca ? Although we have seen Ludovico Castelvetro declare that the

poem presenting many actions in the life of on© man Is one of the

three possible fores of the epic, unity through the life of a sin-

gle person is still considered a primitive type of unity ^

1 Homer and the Epic, (London, Longmans, Green, and Co., 1893)

p. U l6

.

2 Thorribuiy, op. cit ., p. 27.

3 The Poetics. In Great Critics, edited by Smith and Parks, p.
~TT.

k Dixon, op, cit ., p. 57. Here Dixon asserts that the unity of
Beowulf-a unity through a single person-is of the primitive
type

.
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Tti this respect the plot of The Leathorstockln?; Teles is de-

ficient. Originally the tales vers vritten as five separate plots.

Obviously, the main element holding the tales together is Ratty

Bumppo. And even R&tty's character, as ve have seen, is not whol-

ly consistent throughout the five novels . Cooper himself admit-

ted, MIt is undeniable that the desultory manner in which The Iea -

therstocklng Tales were written, has, in a measure, impaired their

harmony, and otherwise lessened their interest

There are, however, a few more connecting links in The Lea -

therstocklng Tales besides Ratty. Chingachgook, Ratty ‘s comrade,

is a central character in all the novels but the final Prairie .

Both The Deerslayer and The Pioneers are set on La to Otsego in

Rew York; the first hook before the region was settled; the sec-

ond a few years after the first settlement had commenced . In the

final novel there Is a link hack to The last of the Mohicans in

Captain Middleton who turns out to be the grandson of Duncan Hey-

ward and Alice Munro, the British officer and the English gentle-

woman whom Batty once escorted through the New York forests to

Port William Henry. Most important of ell, the same general

theme: the westward movement, runs through the five tales.

Granted that The Leatherstoeking Tales are not too closely

1 Preface to The I^atherstocklng Tales, p. VT, prefixed to The
Deerslayer .
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woven together, Irene Myers' theory of epic development should

not be forgotten. Hi her belief that the structure of an epic

molds Itself upon the pattern set by the nature of the government

- and spirit - of the people to whom the epic belongs, she ex-

plains the lech of unity In the Icelandic sagas, as a natural re-

sult of the Independent democratic spirit of the Icelandic people

and of their decentralized government.^- One might excuse the dis-

unity in The heatherstocktng Tales on similar grounds

.

At any rate. If The Laatherstocklng Tales suffer from disun-

ity of plot, so do Beovulf , The Lay of the Cld awl other accepted

epics . Where Beovulf presents three major struggles In the life

of its hero; The laatherstocklng Tales present five in Hatty's

life: the defense of the flutters; the destruction of the vlly

Iroquois, Magus; the struggle against French and Indians on Lake

Onterlo; the protection of his old master. Major Ffflngham; and

the fight against the pioneer Ismael Bush and the Sioux Indian

Mahtoree

.

Naturally these five struggles gave Cooper an opportunity to

present the varied episodes demanded of an epic. Hi most of the

books military action. In the form of attacks by Indians, Is pro-

fusely scattered about. Domestic scenes are frequent. And w©

have seen, something of the wealth of detail concerning dally

1 OP. clt . f p. 1U7.
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life on the frontier which Cooper included

Cooper* a "flight and pursuit" technique is admirably suited

to epic writing. He had a habit of starting his characters off

on a Journey and then sending their enemies on their trail. Of-

ten a capture is followed by an exciting escape . The Last of the

Mohicans, The Pathfinder, and The Prairie all make use of this

technique . It is more than a little reminiscent of the peril-

fraught voyages of Odysseus and Aeneus . And it affords Cooper

many chances for heights of suspense and single combats between

Ratty and various Indians.

Speaking in Aristotelian terms, we may classify the plot of

The Laatherstocking Tales as a complex one, because of its recog-

nition scenes. Homer has been famed, since Aristotle’s comments

upon his works, for his recognition scenes. TJJveryono knows how

Odysseus* old nurse, 'Rurycleia, recognized him on his return to

Ithaca disguised as a strange beggar. While washing him - as

Greeks always washed their guests to make them comfortable - she

discovered the old scar which a boor’s tusk had once made on his

knee.

1

And the story of Odysseus* bed, which he retold to gain

p
Penelope's credence In his identity, has long been a favorite one.

1 The Odyssey, Book XIX, pp. 304-306.
2 Tb Id ., Book XXIII, pp. 357-360.
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The recognition scenes in The Leatheretocklng Tales deserve equal

fan© with those created by Homer.

There are tiro of these great scenes in The Leatherstocking

Tales The first occurs in The test of the Mohicans . Learning

that a Delaware tribe was holding Cora FUnro prisoner, the youth-

ful Mchican, tineas - last of the race which once formed the core

of the Delaware nation - scouted about the camp of the tribe, seek-

ing a means of releasing her. Suddenly ha found himself a captive.

He looked on the preparations [For his torture)
with a steady eye, and when the tormentors came
to seize him, he met them with a firm and up-
right attitude. One among them. If possible,
more fierce and savage than bis fellows, seized
the hunting shirt of the young warrior, and at
a single effort tore it from his body. Then,
with a yell of frantic pleasure, he leaped to-
wards his unresisting victim, and prepared to
lead him to the stake. But, at that moment,
when he appeared most a stranger to the feel-
ings of humanity, the purpose of the savage
was arrested as suddenly as if a supernatural
agency had Interposed in the behalf of Ulricas

.

The eyeballs of the Delaware seemed to start
from their sockets; his mouth opened, and his
whole form became frozen in an attitude of
amazement. Raising his hand with a slow and
regulated motion, he pointed with a finger to
the bosom of the captive • His companions
crowded about him in wonder, and every eye was,
like his own, fastened intently on the figure
of a small tortoise, beautifully tattooed on
the breast of the prisoner, in a bright blue
tint.

For a single Instant uncas enjoyed his
triumph, smiling calmly on the scene . Then
motioning the crowd away with a high awl haugh-
ty sweep of his arm, he advanced in front of
the nation with the air of a king, and spoke





in a voice louder than the ramtur of admira-
tion that ran through the multitude.

'Men of the Lenni Lenape (Delawares),'

he said, 'ny race upholds the earth.* Tour
feeble tribe stands on ny shell! Vhat fire
that a Delaware can light would bum the

child of ny fathers, 1 he added, pointing
proudly to the simple blazonxy on his skin;
'the blood that case from such a stock would
smother your flames 1 My race is the grand -

father of nations S'l

immediately the Delawares hailed Uncas as their rightful chief-

tain.

The other recognition scene is a more pathetic one. Out in

the mldJit of the prairie beyond the Mississippi, old Natty ex-

pected to see nothing more of any of his former friends. But one

day he encountered a captain of the artillery named Duncan Uncas

Middleton. Struck by this name. Ratty inquired the source of the

term Uncas. The youth replied a little haughtily, "It is the ap-

pelatlon of a native chief, that both iy uncle and myself bear

with pride; for it is the memorial of an important service done

p
my family by a warrior in the old wars of the provinces .**

Approaching the captain. Natty looked at him intently. He

seemed to see familiar features. Through a series of questions,

he learned that it was to the boy's grandfather and grandmother

1 The Last of the Mohicans , pp. 377 , 378 .

P The Prairie, p. 1^6 .
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that Uncas had once done this great service. Both of these rela-

tives were long since dead .*

flatty continued his eager questions

.

'Did he (the grandfather) call the savage his
friend; the poor, naked, painted warrior? Be

was not too proud to call the Indian his friend?’

»Ha even boasted of the connections; and
as you have elready heard, bestowed a name on
his first-born, which Is likely to handed down
as an heirloom among the rest of his descendants.

’They both retained Impressions of the dan-
gers they had passed, by far too vivid easily to
lose the recollection of any of their fellow-act-
ors .’

The trapper looked aside, and seemed to
struggle with some deeply Innate feeling;....

’Bid he tell you of them all? Vere they
all redskins but himself and the daughters of
Rinro? ’

’Ho. There was a white man associated with
the Delawares . A scout of the English arc^r, but
a native of the provinces.’

•A drunken worthless vagabond, like most
of his color who harbor with the savages, I war-
rant you.’

'Old man your grey hairs should caution
you against slander. The man I speak of was of
great simplicity of mind, but of sterling worth.
Unlike most of those who live a border life, he
united the better. Instead of the worst, quali-
ties of the two people....'

1 Ibid., pp. 130, 131
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The eyes of the trapper had sunk to the
earth, as the stranger delivered this charact-
er in the ardent tones of generous youth. He

played with the ears of his hound; fingered his
own rustic garment .... .When the other had con-
cluded, he hoarsely added -

•Your grand'ather didn*t then entirely for-
get the white man.**

•So far from that, there are already three
among us, who have also names derived from that
scout .

'

•A name, did you say?* exclaimed the old
man, starting; *what, the name of the solitary
unl'arned hunter*? ... .•

•It is borne by my brother, and by two of
my cousins, ......

Wature could endure no more. Overcome by
a flood of unusual and extraordinary sensations,
and stimulated by tender and long dormant recol-
lections, strangely and unexpectedly revived,
the old man had Just self-command enough to add,

in a voice that was hollow and unnatural, through
the efforts he made to command it -

'Boy, I am that scout; a warrior once, a

miserable trapper now.** when the tears broke ov-
er his wasted cheeks, out of fountains that had

long been dried, and sinking his face between
his knees, he covered it decently with his buck-
skin garment, and sobbed aloud .

Fecognition scenes, then, played an important part in The

leatherstocking Tales . But the supernatural, another requisite

of the epic plot, did not. Whatever Ratty accomplished, he ac-

complished through his own powers. The gods never openly assist-

1 The Prairie, pp. 132-136
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82

ed him as Athene did Odysseus when he slew the wooers.-1

He did

not even have the help of magic aa Vainamoinen did when he aang

the aledgea of the rival singer, Youkahainen, ante the billows.

Bang hla braces into reed grass, and hie relna to willow twigs ?

Actually the old debate aa to whether or not epics should

Include heathen mythology or Christian symbols no longer has much

value. Back in the eighteenth century Fielding pointed out the

absurdity of using either in a modem epic.-5 He insisted that

every writer must keep within the bounds of the probable . At the

same time, however, he retained the element of surpirse.^ Modem

epic writers seem to substitute this element for the supernatural.

In the first of the above recognition scenes. Cooper makes

use of surprise, too. But lacking all traces of the supernatural.

Cooper's work is never raised above the confines of earth as

Boner's Iliad seems to be when the Gods race back and forth be-

tween Mount Olympus and the battlefield before Troy or as The Iny

of the Cld is when Gabriel, in a vision, foretells to the Cid his

eventual restoration to high fortune

.

In one or two respects then, the plot of The Leatherstocking

Tales falls short of the perfect epic plot. It is somewhat dia-

1 The Cdyas-vy , Book , p. 347.
2 The Colevala, Yol. I, p. 37.
3 Tom Jones, Introduction to Book TUT, Modem Library Illustrat-

ed Edition. (Hew York, Random House, Inc. (c . 1943)). P. 333.
4 Thorribury, op. clt ., p. 146.
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unified, and It certainly lacks the elevating possibilities of

the supernatural. However, both of these faults nay be blamed

In pert upon Cooper’s audience. The national disunity around him

may be partly responsible for the disunity In Cooper’s literary

woik; the Intense practicality of the American audience may have

prevented him from using any supernatural elements . There is no

doubt that the whole plot of The Leatherstocklng Tslss reflects

the nature of the American people.
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Chapter VI

COOPER'S PROSE AS Al? EPIC MEDIUM

Most critics are agreed that an epic mast he "broad In Its

scope. Involving a whole nation or an entire religion. They, al-

so, demand a national or a religious hero of more than ordinary

stature, symbolic of an ideal. And they call for a unified plot

with wide variety in its Incidents. But there is real disagree-

ment over the proper epic medium. The question has often arisen:

mat an epic be In poetic fora. or can it be In prose?

At the outset It Is somewhat difficult to decide exactly

where poetry ends and prose begins. Shelley Insisted that "the

distinction between poets and prose writers is a vulgar error.”1

To him any work of the imagination, as opposed to a work of rea-

son, was poetry.2 Thus he considered both Plato and Bacon poets P

Centuries before. Sir Philip Sydney defined poetry as ”that fayn-

lng notable Images of vertues, vices and what els, with that de-

lightful teaching which must be the right describing note to

know a poet by....”** Be even added, "there have been many most

excellent poets, that never versified, and now swarme many versi-

1 A Defense of Poetry, edited by Albert S. Cook, Boston, Ginn
-ana- co .; m'. >. 9.

2 Ibid., PP. 1, 2.
3 TO., p. 9 .

4 Op. clt.. In The Great Critics, edited by Smith and Parks,
PTT9B.
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fiers that neede never aunevere to the name of Poets

If ve arbitrarily define poetry as any literary composition

having a regular metrical pattern or a regular cadence, the con-

troversy over the necessity of using poetry as the correct medium

for the epic rages rather violently. Howover, the weight of au-

thority seems to be In favor of using either prose or verse . Al-

though all the epics that Aristotle knew aside from the now-lost

Margltes of Homer were in verse, he did declare that Mverse Is

not the distinguishing element of the epic but rather Imitation

p
and structure . From the Renaissance on, either medium seems to

have been acceptable. When Henry Fielding came to write Joseph

Andrews and Tom Jones, his "comic prose epics," he might have re-

ferred to Cervantes' sanction of the prose form .5 it must be

remembered, too, that some of the sagas of Iceland were written

In prose In their original form, and that today Englishmen read

both The Iliad and The Odyssey as often in prose translations as

In poetic ones

.

Actually the only modern epics of any stature ere In prose

.

Milton's Paradise Lost was the last great epic poem. And that

work was almost an anachronism since the common people for whom

1 Ibid ., p. 197.
2 Quoted In Thorribury, op. clt .. p. 102.
3 Ibid., p. 103.
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the Idealizing of the epic Is principally Intended already pre-

ferred the proee of Banyan’ a Pilgrim* a Progress . In the place of

epic poem we now have epic novels.

There Is no doubt that the novel has taken over many epic

functions, as several modem critics have pointed out. Many no-

vels furnish documentary accounts of everyday life In the period

of their setting. Often novels present Idealized national or re-

ligious heroes. The length of the novel, of course, affords an

opportunity for a broad panorama and a variety of episodes.

On the other hand, all novels cannot be classified as epics.

Some are too narrow In their viewpoint, confining their narrative

to the dreams and aspirations of a single, unrepresentative in-

dividual or family. Some meander picaresquely without any at-

tempt at unification of plot. Others contain mediocre or Insi-

pid heroes and heroines . • Any of these elements keeps what may

be a good novel from classification as an epic.

In addition to the requirements of content and structure al-

ready established, every epic writer - whether he utilize poetry

or prose - must employ the style which has always been peculiar

to epics. This style Is, above all, a dignified one. Objecti-

vity, rather than subjectivity. Is the keynote, included In a-

bundance are such literary devices as long, sustained similes.

catalogues of different items, repetitions, and epithets. Color
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ie vivid In many scones of battle and heroic deeds; descriptions

of nature and of objects of art are frequent and detailed . Fin-

ally the stokes of this style are broad and sweeping.

A few novelists have employed such a style. Fielding cer-

tainly did • The same claim can be made, at least In part, for

John Galsworthy In his Forsyte Saga, for Herman Melville In his

Moby Dick and for several others . Above all the claim can be

made for James Fenlmore Cooper in his Ieatherstocklng Tales .

Many people censure the stiffness of Cooper's style; they

ridicule his passages of lofty rhetoric. I contend that it Is

this very natural dignity of style which helps raise Cooper's

work above ordinary novels to epic rank.

Aristotle declared that In an epic, ’’the diction should be

elaborated in the pauses of the action.”* Commenting on Aris-

totle, Joseph Addison stated, ”It is requisite that the language

of an heroic poem should be both perspicuous and sublime Both

of these critics would, I think, have thoroughly approved Coop-

er’s diction.

Remember the stilted way In which Homer's characters habit-

ually address one another. When Telemachus was a guest at Mene-

1 0£. clt., In The Great Critics, edited by 8mlth and Parks, p.57.
2 Criticisms on ’’Paradise Lost, "edited by Albert S. Cook, (Bos-

ton, Ginn and Co., p. 21.
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laus* house, whence he had come seeking news of his father, Helen

summoned her husband and his visitors to the table In these words,

"Son of Atreus, Menelaus, fosterling of Zeus, and lo, ye sons of

noble man, forasmuch as now tc one and now to another Zeus gives

good and evil, for to him all tllngs are possible, - now, verily,

sit ye down and feast in the halls, and take ye joy In the telling

of tales, and T will tell you one that fits the time Compare

this formal address, typical of Homer, to a passage of direct ad-

dress in Cooper. Out hunting with Uncas and Chingachgook, Ratty

Bumppo encountered a party on horseback.

'Who comes?' demanded the scout. ....
"Who comes hither, among the beasts and dan-
gers of the wilderness?'

'Believers in religion, and friends to
the law and to the king,' returned he who
rode foremost. 'Men who have Journeyed since
the rising sun. In the shades of this forest,
without nourishment, and are sadly tired of
their wayfaring.'

2

At times, it is true. Ratty's long, moralizing speeches be-

come tomewhat tiresome . Yet their repetitious nature serves to

drive home the ideals for which Ratty stands. Just as the incessant

refrains of ancient epics served. V. P. Her finds the Teutonic

epic poetry worthy of comparison to Homer largely because of its

many noble speeches.^ Ratty's speeches are as effective as those

1 The Odyssey, Book IV, p. 52.
2 ffhe 7jb

~

or the Mohicans, p. 58.
3 OP. clt ., p. P3h.
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of Odysseus

Cooper* 0 lifeless portraits of the British officers and gen-

tlewomen , who wander in and out of the pages of Tha Igatheratock-

ing Tales are less easily defended. Here Cooper’s admiration for

aristocratic maimers ruined his art. Describing these characters

he often stooped to banality. Alice Monro, co-heroine of The

last of the Mohicans, for example, is introduced in this manners

"The flush which still lingered above the pines in the western

sky was not more bright nor delicate than the bloom of her cheek;

nor was the opening day more cheering than (her) animated smile."1

Such a description might be found in ary eighteenth century, sen-

timental English novel, but not in a great epic

.

Notwithstanding this defect in characteri station. Cooper's

style seems foolishly florid only to those who fail to see the

purpose it serves . Whether or not Cooper was conscious of the

fact, a sense of epic dignity covers all these tales. The final

climax is as powerful a scene as one can find in any epic poem.

Tn a Pawnee village. Natty had spent the last years of his

life. When he finally lay dying, the young Indian, flbrfl-Heart,

whom he considered almost a son and Captain Middleton (see above)

sat beside him, while the whole Indian tribe encircled the trio,

at a little distance.

1 Page 17
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The trapper (Ratty) had remained nearly
motionless for an hour. His eyes, alone had
occasionally opened and shut. When opened, his
gate seemed fastened on the clouds, vhlch hung
around the western horizon, reflecting the
bright colors of an American sunset . The
hour - the calm beauty of the season - the oc-
casion, all conspired to fill the spectators
with solemn awe. Suddenly, while raising upon
the rema ricable position, in which he was placed,
Middleton felt the hand, which he held, grasp
his own with Incredible power,and the old man,
supported on either side by his friends, rose
upright to his feet. For a moment he looked
about him, as if to invite all In presence to
listen....and then, with a fine military ele-
vation of the head, and with a voice, that
might be heard in every pert of the numerous
assembly, he pronounced the word - 'Herel'

A movement so entirely unexpected, and
the air of grandeur and humility, which were
so remarkably united in the mien of the trap-
per, to-gether with the clear and uncommon
force of his utterance, produced a short per-
iod of confusion in the faculties of all pre-
sent. When Middleton and Hard -Heart, each of
whom had involuntarily extended a hand to sup-
port the form of the old man, turned to him
again, they found, that the subject of their
interest was removed forever beyond the neces-
sity of their care .*

Ratty's death deserves to be compared to the passing of the

old minstrel, Vainamoinen.

Thus the ancient Vainamoinen,
Tn his copper-banded vessel.
Left his tribe in Kaleva la.
Sailing o'er the rolling billows,
flailing through the azure vapors.
Sailing through the dusk of evening,
sailing to the fiery sunset.

1 The Prairie, pp. U75, U76
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To the higher-landed regions

,

To the lower verge of heaven;
Quickly gained the far horizon.

Gained the purple -covered hartor,
There hie hark he firmly anchored.
Posted in his boat of copper;
But he left his harp of magic,
Left his songs and wisdom-sayings.

To the lasting Joy of Suomi (Tinland )

.

Such noble death scenes present epic style at its finest.

k

Unfortunately, however. Cooper fell somewhat short of the

objectivity expected in an epic. Tven though a great moral

lesson should be part of evexy epic, Addison felt that passages

p
giving the author's own reflections directly should be omitted.

This view is reiterated by such moderns as Trends B. Gumraere

who remarks that the moral of an epic should lie in the action,

without any comments upon it.^ But Cooper could never keep his

novels free from his own personality. Wot only does Watty mor-

alize all too frequently, but Cooper in his own person often

breaks into the narrative with philosophical observations on

topics ranging from the benefits of sleep to the nature of true

democracy. And the labored transitions in which Cooper begs the

reader's pardon for sudden shifts of scene are even more object-

ionable than his philosophizing. One cannot help but wish that

Cooper had followed the example of the unknown author of The

1 The Kaleva la, Yol. IT, pp. 732, 733.
2 Op. cli .,~ p. 37

.

3 Francis B. Gummere, A Handbook of Poetics, (Boston, Ginn and
Co., (c. 1885)) P. 15.
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10aleva la vho present* a biographical sketch of himself In both

Proem and Epilogue and then keeps completely out of the way dur-

lng the main action of the poem.

r

In a similar manner Cooper falls to include In his work some

of the common epic embellishments. During pagan times. Invoca-

tions to the Muses or to various gods and goddesses were pert of

every epic. Servilely imitative for the moment, Milton intro-

duced pagan Invocations Into the seventeenth century. But Cooper

uses no invocations at all. He and many other modem epic writ-

ers probably share Fielding's opinion that It is silly for a

modem to Invoke a ruse .*

All poets love to mouth proper names, but this habit seems

almost a mania with epic writers. Page after page of The Iliad

is filled with the names of Greek leaders. In The lay of the Cld

there Is a similar list of the Moorish leaders sent from Valen-

cla to take the Cld at Alcocer. Ho epic writer has been wholly

exempt from this habit. Cooper, however, only wastes a few lines

enumerating and differentiating various Ihdlan tribes

On the other hand, although Cooper repeats no real refrains

- former embellishments of all epics - his use of repetitions In

Hatty's speeches has already been pointed out. Then, too, he of-

1 Tom Jcr. o . Introduction to Book Till, p. 333.
2 See, for example. The hast of the Mohicans, p. 5.
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ten employs the same phrase over and over again to characterize

some one personage. Thus Burry March is always "reckless and fer-

1 p
ocious"; Matty is often "the honest and implacable woodsman.

These last phrases are, of course, equivalent to epithets

.

So are the nicknames which Matty earns. Where Aeneas is "the

pious prince" and the Cld is "the nobly bearded," Matty Is "la

Longue Carabine ."^ Even the sobriquets which each Badian pos-

sesses are more or less epithets • Chlngachgook is often called

”Ie Gros Serpent"; Uncas, "Le Cerf Agile."

Similes too, are frequent adornments in Cooper's work. For

example, the herd of buffalo whose course Matty diverted were

spread out "like the endless flocks of the smaller birds, whose

extended flanks are so often seen to heave up out of the abyss

of the heavens, until they appear as countless as the leaves in

those forests, over which they wing their endless flight .’ 11 In

The Last of the Mohicans

»

when the first Huron let out a war

whoop at the "Massacre of William Hemy," "the scattered Indians

started at the well-known cry, as coursers bound at the signal to

quit the goal."'*

1 The Peerslayer, pp. 4, 305# 530, et al .

2 See, for example, The last of the Mohicans, p. 239.
Cf • The Deerslayer, p . ^05.

3 The last of the Mohicans, p. 313.
h Thn frrnlrle, P. ftfrf) .

5 The Last of the Mohicans, p. 212.





No-one would call Cooper's similes Homeric. Compare them

with Homer's description of the fallen suitors lying in the dust

which mingled with their hlood. ".....like fishes, that the fis-

hermen have drewn forth in the meshes of the net into a hollow

of the beach from out the grey sea, and all the fish, sore long-

ing for the salt sea waves, are heaped upon the sand, and the

sun shines forth and takes their life away; so now the wooers lay

heaped upon each other."'1 Beside thiB example, Cooper’s similes

seem the work of a novice . Yet they have an elevated tone . Cer-

tainly they are as effective as the Cid's parting from his wife

Xlmena "as the nail from the flesh parteth,"

2

or as Walnamolnen's

floating in the ocean, where his rival Youkahainen pushed him,

"like a branch of aspen, like a withered twig of willow. "5

These minor elements: similes, epithets, repetitions, cata-

logues, and Invocations, can increase or decrease the dignity of

an epic. But heroic deeds and martial scenes are even more im-

portant attributes. W. Macneile Dixon sagely observes that it

Is scenes like Ulysses bending his bow that make an epic . Epics

are concerned, not with character in itself, but with character

h
displayed through deeds.

1 The Odys a y. Book XXU, p . 350

.

2 The lay of the Cld. translated by Bose and Leonard Bacon, 9em-
1 -centennial Publications of the University of California,
(Baileeley. University of California Brass, 1918), p. 13.

3 The Kalevala, Yol. I, p. 8U .

op. Clt.,~p7 112.
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There Is little need to reiterate the fact that Cooper has

filled Ihe Laatheratpoking Tales with exciting action in which

Ratty Bumppo'e heroism Is proven and reproven. Reference has

been made to the numerous Indian attacks upon settlements In

The Leatherstocking Tales . Equally as colorful is the scene

where Ratty faces the herd of buffalo • In The Pathfinder the at-

tempt of the Indians to capture the blockhouse in which Ratty,

Mabel Dunham, and a few other whites were ensconced^ls analogous

to such former epic scenes as the besieging of Alcocer in The

2
~

lay of the Cld .

Along with heroic actions, long descriptions appear in ev-

ery epic. Bolleau advised:

Be your narrations lively, short, and smart*
In your descriptions show your noblest art .*

Who can forget the enormous, intricately designed shield which

Vulcan, at Venus* request, moulded for Achilles in The AeneldT
^

Or who can forget the hunting party from which Dido and Aeneas

were separated by a stontf^

Scenic descriptions are Cooper's forte. Bo other litersiy
«

artist has ever captured the rugged beauty of American lakes.

1 Pages MO-453.
2 Pages 20, 21.
3 Bolleau, Art of Poetit. translated by Soame . In The Art of

Poetry, edited by Albert S. Cook, p. 199.
4 Homer, The Iliad, Vol. II, Book XVTII, pp. 185-190.
5 Vergil, The Aeneld, Book IV, p. 101.
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forests, or prairies as Cooper did. Sir Valter Scott has long

been praised for his handling of native scenery, but Cooper eas-

ily surpassed him. Hare Cooper was really a poet. The marvel-

lous spirit of the wilderness which he built up has been right-

ly called one of the great imaginative creations in nineteenth

centuxy literature

It is, above all, in these descriptions of nature that Co-

oper created the wonder and admiration which V. Macneil© Dixon

considers the emotions proper to epic poetry Cooper himself

regarded the natural beauty of America as a great gift from God,

as we have seen. Thus a feeling of reverence is present in al-

most all of these descriptions. For instance, when Batty first

sees I/itoe Otsego, Cooper remarks.

But the most striking peculiarities of this
scene were its solemn solitude and sweet re-
pose. On all sides, wherever the eye turned,
nothing met it but the xrirrerlike surface of
the lake, the placid view of heaven, and the
dense setting of woods there were miles
along its (Jhe lake's} eastern shore, where
a boat might have pulled beneath the branches
of dark Beribrandt-looking hemlocks, "quiver-
ing aspens," and melancholy pines. In a word,
the hand of man had never yet defaced or de-
formed any part of this native scene, which
lay bathed in the sunlight, a glorious pic-
ture of affluent forest grandeur, softened
by the balminess of June, and relieved by the

Gerald Brace, lectures on the English Hovel, delivered at
Boston University, January to May, 19U6

.

OP. clt .. p. 75.

*
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beautiful variety afforded by the presence
of bo broad an expanse of water.1

later In the same book, the center of the Huron camp where Hatty

1b about to be tortured la described.

The arches of the woods, even at high noon,
cast their sort)re shadows on the spot, which
the brilliant rays of the sun that struggled
through the leaves contributed to mellow,
and, if such an expression can be used, to

illuminate. It was probably from a similar
scene that the mind of man first got Its
Idea of the effects of Gothic tracery and
churchly hues; this temple of nature pro-
ducing soma such effect, so far as light
and shadows were concerned, as the yell-
known offspring of human Invention."

Compare with Cooper’s description this passage from The Kal-

evala . A pigmy, Plkku Mies, had Just felled a gigantic oak

which was preventing the sunlight from penetrating down onto

Valnamolnen’s Island. Immediately there were new signs of

life.

Groves arose In varied beauty,
Beautifully grew the forests.
And again, the vines and flowers

.

Birds again sang In the treetops.
Noisily the merry thrushes,
And the cuckoos in the birch-trees;
On the mountains grew the berries, .

Golden flowers In the meadows.
And the herbs of many colors.
Many kln&t of vegetation .3

Beautiful as this section of The Kjalevala may be. It lacks the

1 The Deerslayer, pp. 19, 20.
2 Yb

'

Krr p refer .

3 The Kjalevala, Tol. I, pp. 21.





creative maturity of Cooper’s work.

All of Cooper’s descriptions have an amazing epic sweep to

them. One cannot help hut feel the panoramas he paints stretch-

ing away across the continent. Constantly he was himself con-

scious of iramense spaces on both sea and land . In The Pathfind-

er he remarks;

The sublimity connected with vastnees is
familiar to every eye. The most abstruse,
the most far-reaching, perhaps the most
chastened of the poet’s thoughts, crowd on
the imagination as he gazes into the depths
of the illimitable void

Thinking of the land east of the Mississippi (in the 17U0's), he

wrote, ”Bi such a vast picture of solean solitude, the district

of country we design to paint (the district immediately surround-

ing lake Otsego) sinks into insignificance ."2

Ho other epic but The Ka leva la makes one so conscious of

broad, endless expanses. In the northern poem, the heroes stride

with gigantic steps across great plains of ice which seem to

reach toward infinity, m Cooper’s leatherstocking Tales where

the wilderness ends there are unfathomable heights of sky above

and beyond .

1

2

Whether or not the modern reader enjoys Cooper’s style.

?age 5.
The Deers layer, p. 2.

he



.



must admit that It la dignified, and In many passages of des-

cription it approaches the sublime. The breezy, journalistic

style characterizing such contemporary writing vould be Incon-

gruous vith the Ideals of an epic. But Cooper's almost poetic

prose serves to raise his Ieatherstocklng Tales to epic rank.
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Chapter VII

EPIC OB BOMWJCE?

Because The Leather8tocklng Tales possess a national theme,

a realistic picture of frontier life, a folk hero, a dignified

style, and many of the elements of an epic plot, they deserve a

rank above that assigned to ordinary novels. One question still

remains for discussion, however. Is it more exact to classify The

Leatherstocking Tales as an epic or as a romance - in the medieval

sense of the term?

Like the epic the medieval romance is a long narrative with

a dignified tone. Usually, however, its canvas is not as large,

nor its total effect as impressive as the epic's. The romance is

the more emotional form of writing. In it the author's own ideas

and feelings are apt to intrude quite often. For realism, super-

natural of the witchcraft sort is apt to be substituted. Bomances

from the late middle ages on stress both love for women and love

of nature.

In the romance, the hero and his heroic deeds *re no longer

all important - even though chivalrous deeds are still highly es-

teemed. Sometimes the romance contains more than one hero. Almost

always the story Is more important than the characters. Instead

of the heroic era where fluting la an almost constant necessity,

a more civilized age beccmes the setting. No longer is the hero





simply a noble filter ; he assumes a gallant veneer. Obviously,

The Leatheratoching 'Tales has a large, rather than a narrow, can-

vas. Although the events of each of the separate novels, or epi-

sodes, are actually confined to a small geographical area; the

five novels sb a whole present, as we have seen, a vast impressive

picture of the westward movement sweeping from New York across the

Great Lakes even to California. Within this canvas many of the

events of the French-Indian V/ars, as well as the settling of

Cooperstown, are re-enacted.

In some respects, Cooper stresses emotion more than most epic

writers have done. His lack of objectivity has been pointed out.

Whenever he felt firm convictions about any subject. Cooper did

not hesitate to reveal his feelings. It Is obvious, too, that he

carried his love of nature to an extreme. Descriptions of nature

are more frequent in The Lea therstpoking Tales than in ancient

epics.

On the other hand the love of women plays only- a small part

in these tales by Cooper. In spite of his love for Mabel Dunham,

Natty never resembles the love-sick knights who wail their way

through medieval romances. Even though he spends a month alone

on an island to recover from the loss of Mabel, he still remains

a thoroughly virile creature, for he fights his sorrow instead of

growing sick over it. In Natty's life the episode of Mabel Dun-





ham 1 8 of very brief duration. And the love affairs In the lives

of the minor characters in The LoatheratPeking Tales are Boon lost

in the exciting events, even though prominent parte in the story

are assigned to women.

No mention has been made of the supernatural in The Leather -

stocking Tinlee simply because almost nothing supernatural appears

in them. At one point > in order to rescue Cora Munro from an

Indian village, Natty dressed himself in a bearskin and pretended

to be a medicine man.

1

His comical growls and mutterings are the

only incantations in the novels. Cooper might have declared with

some pride, as Fielding did, "Truth distinguishes our writing from

those idle romances which are filled with monsters, the product-

t
o

ions, not of nature, but of distempered brains.”

As for the age in which The Leatherstocking Ttalee are set, it

would, I think, be Judged heroic by most standards. Luring the

period of the westward movement, society on the frontier was rela-

tively primitive. W. P. Ker believes that the age of an epic is

one where elaborate theories of conduct and extreme division of

labor do not exist Certainly neither was found on the western

frontier in Natty Bumppo*s lifetime. In true epic spirit, too,**

1 The Last of the Mohicans , pp. 311> 312.
2 Tom Jones , Book IV, p. lo6.

3 cl t . , pp . 7 1

I* roe Dixon, o£. cit., p. 73*





a zoan was known often by his arms* Sometimes - In the case of a

bow and arrows, at any rate, - he made hie own weapons* And if

he wanted a canoe by which to follow the course of a forest streamy

he felled a tree and constructed one for himself.

W. Macneile Dixon calls attention to the fact that, while

fighting is a necessity with the characters in an epic, the

knights of popular romance regard it more as an amusement. Hie

latter have a chance for leisure-time pleasures away from the

battlefield.* Here again Cooper's work leans toward epic rather

than romance. Only for a few moments during his late middle age,

while he was settled at the Otsego clearing, did Hatty find him-

self free from the necessity of guarding hie scalp against hostile

Indians. Fighting off Indian attacks became almost a daily chore

with many pioneers in the American west.

No one can deny that the plot of each of the five leather-

stocking Tales is important in itself. But, on the other hand,

there are many dramatic encounters of personalities. As one would

expect. Natty is, in almost every case, one of the combatants.

In The Deerslayer , he is opposed by Rivenoak and Le Panthere; in

The last of the Mohicans , the unprincipled Magua struggles with

Natty, Uhcas, and Chlngachgook. The Pathfinder contains the

Tuscarora, Arrowhead, as Natty's antagonist; The Prairie , the

1 Ibid., p. 100. Cf. Ker, 0£, clt ., pp. 5, 6.
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Sioux chieftain, Mahtoree, and the wily Weucha. During The Pio-

neers Itetty has a white opponent in Hiram Doolittle, the malign-

ant carpenter.

Never for a moment is Natty Buxnppo ' a position as the hero of

The Leatherstocking Tales challenged. Even in the early Pioneers

Natty's nobility excelled Marmaduke Templeton's.

Yet, the Indians, Chingachgook and Uncas, play important

roles in The Leatheretocklng Tales . Many critics complain of the

way in which Cooper idealized th$se Indians - saying that in this

respect Cooper was wholeheartedly a romanticist. But Cooper

himself made answer to all such chargee.

It has been objected to these books that they give
a more favorable picture of the redman than he
deserves. The writer apprehends that much of
this objection arises from the habits of those
who have made it. One of hie critics, on the
appearance of the first work in which Indian
character was portrayed, objected that its 'char-
acters were Indians of the school of Heckewelder,
rather than of the school of nature.' These
words quite probably contain the substance of
the true answer to the objection. Heckewelder
was an ardent, benevolent missionary, bent on
the good of the redman, and seeing in him one
who had the soul, reason, and characteristics
of a fellow-being. The critic is understood to
have been a very distinguished agent of the gov-
ernment, one very familiar with Indians, as they
are seen at the councils to treat for the sale
of heir lands, where little or none of their
domestic qualities come in play, and where in-

deed, their evil passions are known to have the

fullest scope. As Just would it be to draw con-
clusions of the general state of American soci-
ety from the scenes of the capital, as to sup-
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pose the negotiating of one of these treaties
is a fair picture of Indian life.

It 1b the privilege of all writers of
fiction, more particularly when their works
aspire to the elevation of romances, to pre-
sent the beau ideal of their characters to
the reader. This it is which constitutes
poetry, and to suppose the redman is to be
represented only in the squalid misery or in
the degraded moral state that certainly more
or less belongs to his condition, is, we ap-
prehend, taking a very narrow view of an
author's privileges. Such criticism would
have deprived the world of even Homer.

1

Once one understands that by "romances’’ here. Cooper really

meant romantic epics, as opposed to the sentimental romantic novels

popular in his day, his rebuttal is easy enou^i to interpret. He

knew Indians well enough to realize that many of them - at least

before the arrival of whiskey and other corrupting influences

among them - possessed virtues worthy of the white man's emulation.

At the same time, as a writer of a romantic epic, he felt that he

was privileged to present some Indians as better than they are in

actuality, Just as epic writers have always made their characters

superior to ordinary men. He wished to indicate that the capacity

for nobility was found in some Indians. Both his idealizing of

Indian character and his reference to Homer give a clue to his

o
epic intentions.

1 Preface to The Leatherstooklng Tales, pp. VIII, II, prefixed to
The Deerslayer .

2 Gerald Brace, Lectures on the American Novel.
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It appears that Cooper’s portrayal of Indian character was not

wholly irreconcilable vith historical findings. At one point in

his Year of Decision : 1846 , Bernard De Voto - on the basis of his-

toric accounts - characterizes the Indians of the far west as cruel,

fierce, superstitious, garrulous creatures, proud of their male-

I

ness and the subservient state of their squaws. Every one of

Cooper's Indians were all of these things. Even Chingachgook and

Uhcas scalped their human victims. And Chingachgook *s wife, Hist-

oh-Hist, died early partly because Of fatigue from her role as

servant

.

Aside from the loyalty and bravery of Cooper's Indians, their

main nobility lies in their striking appearance. Here, too, appar-

ently there was no error on Cooper's part, for Francis Barkman

called the Oglala Sioux Indians whcaa he once visited ’’faultless

models of the human figure. ” And Benjamin West is reported to have

exclaimed on seeing a replica of Apollo Belvedere, 'By God, a Mo-

hawk.'2

Considering the work as a whole, The Leatherstocking Tales 1 b

more epic than romance. It is essentially masculine; where the

romance is feminine.

But one cannot ignore Cooper's subjectivity nor his stress on

nature. One must take into account, too, the prominent part he

1 Pages 303-305.
2 De Voto, o&. clt . . p. 301 0
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gives to women and the importance of his stories as such. Cen-

turies ago, when the discussion of epic versus romance evolved in

a compromise, the term ''romantic epic * was originated. 'IMs terra

suits Spenser's galrie Queen . Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales ,

too can - end should - be termed a rcsaantic epic.
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Although modest shout the lasting vdlue of any of his works,

James Fenimore Cooper declared, "If anything from the pen of the

writer of these romances (the five novels about Ratty Bumppo) ie

at all to outlive himself, it is, unquestionably, the series of

The Leatherstocklng Tales Along with some of Cooper* s other

worics. The leatherstocking Tales have not only lived, hut have

found and retained great popularity throughout the world .

Whether or not America accepts James Feniraore Cooper as her

great national epic writer, the rest of the world has accorded

him high honors . Bis works have been translated into all the

European languages, and it is said that they are more widely

read than the books of any European.2 Writing on Count Leo Tol-

stoy, William Iyons Phelps commented on the fact that he, like

all other Russian hoys, read Cooper?

It is unfortunate that Cooper* s novels are less seriously

regarded by adults in America than elsewhere . Americans should

read fewer editorials and more literature. They should become

aware of the fact that novels like The Leatherstocking Tales and

1 Preface to The Leatherstocklng Tales, P. VI. In The Deer-
s layer .

2 Boynton, op. clt .. p. 220.
5 Essays on Russian novelists, p. 172. Hew York, The Macmillan

~oV,
"T^V
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Moby Dick have the broad scope, the serious purpose, the dig-

nity, and the representative hero which have made the epic the

most revered fom of literature

,

But, unhappily, as Dixon points out, "criticism faces the

past while it urges its disciples to face the future

It is the American critics who must lead the American people to

recognizing James Ftenimore Cooper's heatherstocklng Tales as

The American Epic

.

1 Op. olt ., p. 11.
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Appendix A

MORE "AMERICAN EPICS"

In spite of Aristotle's pronouncement that the drama is a high-

er form of art than the epic, to produce an epic has always been the

great aspiration of most writers, A a a rule, poetB are an extremely

patriotic set of people. They take their task of glorifying their

country and Interpreting its ideals very seriously. Those who satir-

ize their nation most unmercifully usually love it the most deeply.

If few poets succeed in embodying the spirit of their country in a

long and noble poem — or prose work -- thousands have entertained

the desire of doing so.

America has harbored her full share of embryo epic writers. At

one time or another, critics have seriously designated fifteen or

twenty American productions as epicB. In The Book of the Epic , for

example, £• A. Guerber lists as epics, among other works, the follow-

ing:

1. Anne Bradstreet. "An Exact Epitome of Three First Monarch-

ies, viz., the Assyrian, Persian, and Grecian and the Beginning of

the Roman Commonwealth to the End of Their Last King."

2. Michael Wigglesworth. "The Day of Doom"

3. John Trumbull. "M'Fingal"

4 . Timothy Dwight. "Conquest of Canaan
’

3. Joel Barlow. "The Columbiad"
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6. Washington Irving. 'The Legend of Sleepy Hollow'

7 "Kip Tan Winkle"

8 . James Fenimore Cooper. 'The Leatherstocking Tales’

9. Nathaniel Hawthorne. "The Scarlet Letter"

10. Edgar Allen Poe. The Fall of the House of Usher"

11. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. "Hiawatha"

12. —— "Evangeline"

13* Edward Everett Hale. "The Man Without a Country"

14. Bret Harte. "The Luck of Roaring Camp"

15* Helen Hunt Jackson. "Ramona"'*’

To this list other critics have added the following:

1. Herman Melville. "Moby Dick"

2. Frank Norris, "The Octopus"

3 "The Pit"

Ole E. Rolvaag. "Giants in the Earth"

3* John Dos Passos. ”U. S. A.
'

6. Stephen Vincent Benet. "John Brownfc Body
”

7. — — — , "Western Star”

Since, to achieve its panoramic view and Idealizing effect,

the epic must have considerable length, several of the above works

can immediately be eliminated as possible claimants to the title

1 The Book of the Epic , pp. U65-U69
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of 'Hie American Epic.'
1

Similarly those which lack the necessary

dignity must be dropped* After these erasures have been made, the

list dwindles to thirteen titles. These are: "Ihe Conquest of

Canaan,” "The Columblad," "ike Leatherstocking Tales," "The Scarlet

Letter," "Evangeline," "Hiawatha," "Moby Dick," "The Octopus," "The

Pit," "Giants in the Earth," "U. S. A.," "John Brown's Body," and

"Western Star*"

The present work has been designed to reveal the epic charac-

teristics of Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales * A brief analysis of

the other twelve so-called "American epics" seems in order.

During the last decades of the eighteenth century a group of

literary men, called the Hartford Wits, appeared in and about Con-

necticut. It was the avowed intention of these men to produce a

national literature, distinct from that of England or of any other

European country. Among them several attempts were made at the

creation of an American epic poem.

The leading men of this group included John Trumbull, Timothy

Dwi£h^, and Joel Barlow. Each of these "wits" engaged in an abor-

tive epic endeavor. Trumbull's MTiriejal (published 1782) has al-

ready been dismissed as an epic; this revolutionary narrative of

the tarring and feathering of a blundering Tory squire by some

wrathful patriots lacks the dignity of stylo and subject matter re-

quired of an epic. Similarly Dwight's Conquest of Canaan (published
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1785) deservee little consideration. Mainly a retelling of Biblical

passages — with incidental references to contemporary American af-

fairs — it possesses but slight national significance.

Barlow's Columbiad (final fora published l305) is by far the

most valuable of these early patriotic poems. As his theme, Barlow

picked what he rightfully declared a vaster subject than any before

used in an epic;l he made use of the whole period of American explor-

ation, settlement, and development up to his own day. His purpose

was, he said, to strengthen republican institutions and to exalt

freedom.

2

To implement this aim, he selected Columbus as his hero.

From a mount of vision in Spain Hesper, guardian genius of the west-
\

ern world, enabled Columbus to view all the events taking place in

America up to 1800. Finally the poem closes with a prophecy of a

world congress, meeting in Egypt, with the United States as a leading

member.

Certainly Barlow's poem is the embodiment of American ideals.

But unfortunately, Barlow was a third or fourth rank poet. Els poem

has all the trappings of an epic, including an invocation to freedom^

descriptions of nature, long sustained similes, and revolutionary

1 Preface to The Columbiad , Yol. X, (Philadelphia, Penn., C. & E.

Conrad a id Co., 1*309), p. IV
2 Ibid ., p. XIII

3 the Columbiad, Vol. I, p. ?b
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battles, but no epic vigor. The battles are seen only dimly through

veils of smoke the similes are overdrawn;

2

the hero does nothing

but stand quietly on his mount of vision. Worst of all Barlow was a

rhymster, not a poet, as the following typical description easily

proves:

Florida's shores, their blooms around him spread
And Georgian hills erect their sh3dy head;
Whose flowery shrubs regale the passing air
With all the untasted fragrance of the year.
Beneath tall trees dispersed in loose array,
The rice-grown lawns their humble garb display;
The infant maize, unconscious of its worth,
Points the green spire and bends the foliage forth
In various forme unbidden harvests rise
And blooming life repays the genial skies.

^

As a whole The Columblad resolves into a combination of hazy

descriptions and tedious moralizing, lloble as Berlov's aim may have

been, he completely failed to grasp the porport of the epic as a lit-

erary type. He even condemned Homer as the worst possible influence

on mankind because he had exalted war. In place of The Iliad , Bar-

low suggested, Homer should have written a work celebrating the use-

k
ful arts of agriculture and navigation.

Besides Barlow's work, Nathaniel Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter

(published 1349) is a colossus, but it is even less an epic. A mag-

nificent allegory. The Scarlet Letter presents an ironic study of

1 See The Battle on the Plains of Abraham, Vol. I, pp. 172,173 and
the Battle of Bunker Hill, Vol. I, pp. 182-184.

2 See examples, Vol. I, p. 31, and Vol. II, pp. 160, l6l.

3 Page 56

.

4 Columblad, Vol. II, Notes to Book X, p. 193*
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sin and hypocrisy. The characters are ordinary men and vonsn, tor-

tured and warped by their emotions. Hawthorne's novel is a power-

ful psychological study, but is obviously lacking the objectivity,

the national hero, and the heroic military action which character-

ize the epic.

In genius Henry Wadsworth Longfellow might be rated midway

between Barlow and Hawthorne. Seme critics have thought highly en-

ough of his poems to rank two of them: Evangeline (published 185*0

and Hiawatha (published 1057) as epics.

Somewhat arbitrarily Evangeline can, I think be dethroned im-

mediately. Notwithstanding Beowulf , It seems to me that a national

•pic must concern itself with legendary, historical, or semi -histor-

ical events which occured within the boundaries of the nation in-

volved. If one accepts that pronouncement, Evangeline can aspire

only to consideration as the Nova Scotian epic. Then, too, because

of its excessive concern with romantic love and the beauties of na-

ture, Evangeline is really not an epic at all, but a delightful ro-

mance.

Hiawatha has a more valid claim to the title of The American

Epic than Evangeline . Its basis lies in a North American Indian le-

gend originally reported by a Mr. Schoolcraft; its scene is mainly

laid among the OJlbway Indians on the southern shore of Lake Super-

ior. Longfellow himself referred to it as an American Indian
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*
Edda.

1

Modelled on the metrical scheme of the Finnish Kalevala -octo-

syllabic, throchaic verse - Hiawatha in its rhythm is one of the

most beautiful poems in American literature. Descriptions of nature

like the one introducing the hero's grandmother, Nakcmis, are liber-

ally scattered through the poem.

There among the ferns and mosses.
There among the prairie lilies,
On the Muskoday, the meadow.
In the moonligit, and the starlight.
Fair flakomie bore a daughter .2

Longfellow also, makes use offfequent similes. For example, Hiawa-

tha, enraged at the way his father, Mudjekeewis, the Vest Wind, had

deserted his mother, pursued Mudjekeewis to the remotest borders of

the earth -

Where into the empty spaces
Sinks the sun, as a flamingo
Drops into her neBt at nightfall
In the melancholy marshes .3

Hiawatha has the spirit as well as the trappings of an epic.

Hie hero, Hiawatha himself, is a giant whctn the Great Spirit, Gitche

Manlto, sent as a prophet and deliverer to the Indians.
1
* By his ex-

ample of courage, wisdom, and loyalty, he was to preserve his people

1 The Song of Hiawatha , Botes, pp. 351# 352. In a volume cantain-
Ing Evangeline , file Song of Hiawatha , and The Courtship of Miles
Standish, pp. 107-231, 351-3^2. Boston, Houghton, kifrlin and
Co., 1886.

2 Ibid., p. 132.

3 Page 145.
4 Page 120.
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from perl ailing through inter-tribal wars. When the first white mis-

sionaries arrived, it was Hiawatha's duty to establish harmony be-

tween them and his Ojibway tribesmen.

In this Indian, Hiawatha, are all the attributes of an epic

hero. In appearance he was handsome and noble As a leader in all

p
manly sports, he could run swifter than an arrow; as a hunter, he

could always find meat to bring home." So powerful was he that at

his cry of anguish when his wife, Minnehaha, died the forest ehud-

L
dered and even the stars shook.

Living in an heroic age, Hiawatha made his own weapons and other

implements .'

1

He struggled single-handed with his enemies. ' With

his magic mittens and his magic moccasins, he could smite rocks a-

7
sunder and cover a mile in a single stride. Only when the white

men appear near the end of the poem does Hiawatha dwindle from a

gigantic hero to a common man.

Ihe supernatural plays a large part In the poem. Hot only does

Hiawatha have magic apparel, but he believes in the healing of medl-

Q
cine men. To ensure a good harvest, he once forced Minnehaha to go

1 Page 26

.

2 Page 159*

5 Page 138.
4 Page 265

.

5 Page 163.
6 PageB 144-146, 180, l8l.

7 Page 139.
8 page 227.
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naked to the cornfields and drav a magic circle around them.* Vari-

ous legends are recounted in the poem - such as the first appearance

of maize from the body of the youth Mondamin, with whom Hievatha

p
wrestled three days, as Jacob once wrestled with the angel. Even

the mischievous fairies and pygmies, called Puk-Wudjies, appear.

In its combination of legend and the marvellous with such ele-

ments of daily living as wedding feasts^ and the building of canoes,''

Hiawatha is perhaps more epical than The Leatherstocking Tales . But

the supernatural is somewhat too fanciful here, and like Evangeline

the poem lays too much stress on love and nature. (The love story of

Hiawatha and Minnehaha fills a large portion of the poem; almost all

the legends and many of the descriptions concern nature.) In ideal-

lain*; the Indians flawthorne goes far beyond Coopers

A work like Hiawatha is difficult to classify. Longfellow*

s

own designation is probably as appropriate as any. Hiawatha may be

termed a romantic American Indian Edda. However, it must be remem-

bered that exaltation of the Indians is a different thing from exal-

ting the white people who have come to call the United States their

1 Page 213.
2 Pages 148-156.

3 Page 250.
4 Pages 193-198.

5 Pages 163-165.
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nation. Hiawatha is an epic of the American Indian, but not the epic

of the present American people as a whole.

Frank Norris' works are easier to pigeonhole. In spite of the

author's desire to write an epic trilogy on the growth, disposal,

and distribution of wheat, the two novels, The Octopus (published

1901) and The Pit (published 1903) which were finally produced do not

reach epic level. They are exciting, realistic novels, well worth

reading, but not works of genius.

Of the two. The Pit, set in Chicago, deals with a city whose

culture, crude as it was at the end of the nineteenth century, proved

to be too advanced to serve as the background of an epic. The limits

of Norris' picture are, also, too narrow.

On the other hand, The Octopus deserves momentary consideration.
1

The struggle hero is between the ranch owners of the San Joaquin

valley in California and the railroad, the latter being symbolized

as the octopus. The poet, Presley, whom Norris uses as a commentator

upon the events of the story, sees this struggle in its broader im-

plications as a fi^ht between liberty or the people and tyranny.
1

This theme, obviously, has vital national significance.

1 The Octopus, (New York, Doubleday, Ifcge, and Co., 192*0,

l»p. 549-552.
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Living in Califoraia much of his life, Norris possessed a deep

love for the west and its people which might well have produced a

great epic. Speaking obviously for Norris himself, Presley declared

that he wished to write of the western people -

. . • they and their legendB, their folk lore,
their fighting, their loves and their lusts,
their blunt, grim humour, their stoicism under
stress, their adventures, their treasures
found in a day and gambled in a night, their
direct, crude speech, their generosity and
cruelty, their heroism and bestiality, their
religion and profanity, their self-sacrifice
and obscenity • • •

*

The above quotation reveals not only Norris* love for the west-

erners, but also the realistic viewpoint which kept him frcci writing

anything as idealistic as an epic. If The Octopus has any one hero,

it is Magnus Derrick, the elderly rancher. Yet Magnus is finally

broken in spirit by his own political dishonesty. Norris summed up

Magnus* character in these words:

At the bottom when all was said and done, Magnus
remained the 7orty-nlner. • • For all his public
spirit, for all his championship of Justice and
truth, . • • Magnus remained the gambler, willing
to play for colossal stakes, to hazard a fortune
on the chance of winning a million. It was true
California spirit • • . the spirit of the Vest,
unwilling to occupy itself with details, refusing
to wait, to be patient, to achieve by legitimate
plodding. • . It was in this frame of mind that
Magnus and the multitude of other ranchers of

whom he was a type, farmed their ranches. They

1 Ibid., p. 10.





had no love for the land. • • To husband the re-
sources of their marvellous San Joaquin, they con-
sidered niggardly, petty, Hebraic • • . Vhen, at
last, the land vore out • • • they would invest
their money in something else; by then, they would
all have made fortunes. Ihey did not care. 'After
us the deluge’

*

The Octopus may have an exciting single combat between the

fiery ranch-owner, Annixter, and hie former cowhand Delaney;

2

it

may have epic games following a great rabbit jftssacro;^ it may have

a startling final shooting match between ranchers and railroad re-

k
presentatives, but it is still not an epic. The absence of a nat-

ional hero disqualifies it; so does Norris' naturalistic viewpoint

and style. And then, too, the dream-world romance of the sensitive

shepherd, Vanamee, as well as the realistic love affair between An-

nixter and the full-blooded dairy-maid, Hllma Tree would be Incon

-

gruent as part of an epic.

The next so-called "American Epic, " Giants in the Earth (pub-

lished 1925) by Ole K. Rolvaag utilizes the same theme as The Lea -

theratpoking Tales : the westward movement. But as a Norwegian im-

migrant, Rolvaag naturally saw this movement from a different view

than Cooper's. He is concerned, not with the first explorers of

the west, but with the settlement of the west by European immi-

grants.

1 Pages 298, 299.
2 Pages 255-261.
5 Pages 504, 505.
4 Pages 518-522.





Per Hansa, hero of the novel, came to America from Helgoland

In Norway, for the same reason that, has prompted much European im-

migration: he viehed to get ahead in the world. Once in the United

States he gradually worked westward. Finally he settled - along with

his family and a few friends - on the banks of Spring Creek in the

Dakota Territory.

Per was a man fit to be placed beside Beowulf or Boland. In

appearance he was stocky and broad-shouldered with a long beard.

*

During his youth he drank much and fought mere. He used to make

desperately reckless sea voyages and was always engaged in brawls.

2
But the only woman he ever loved was Beret whom he married.

On the whole, Per was anything but a complacent man. When af-

fairs went cross-grained his hot temper flared. At times, too, he

exhibited an all-conquering determination of purpose which drove him

|i

forward. Over the new land he acquired in Dakota, he was filled

with childish enthusiasm.'"

Like Ulysses or The Cid - who took Alcocer by pretending to

abandon his Beige of it - Per Hansa was a Yankee in shrewdness. When

1 Giants in the Earth, p. 543* In A Complete Course In Freshmen
Engl1 tii , by Harry Shaw, edited by Pm!tip Burr ram, A. J. Ryan,
William Hildreth, revised edition, pp. 531-830, Hew York, Harper
and Brothers (c. 1945).

2 Ibid., pp. 685, 686.

3 lbId., p . 622

.

4 TbT? ., p. 568 .

5 Ibid ., p. 569 .
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he first reached the Dakota region, he had only $30 but through

years of locust plagues he managed tu rise by thrift and clever

trading - with any settlers who passed by Spring Creek - to the lead-

ing position in the coasnunity. (At the same time ho was kind and

generous to those poorer than he.)
j

Like Hatty Buiappo, then. Per Hansa symbolizes many of the fin-

est qualities in the American frontiersman. But, unfortunately.

Per always remained a Norwegian, then he believed that his friends

were going to lose their land, he blamed the trolls who were supposed

p
to bring misfortunes. He drank out of hour-shaped bottles brought

from Norway.^ He felt that his son would be singled out by destiny

because he had been bora with a caul.'

As an epic hero, then, Per Hansa is not representative enough

of the American people in general - though he does certainly repre-

sent the Norwegian-American. Nor is the scope of Giants In the

Earth broad enough - except in Implication - for an epic. Where

Hatty Bumppo, In the course of his life, moves from one coast to the

other. Per Hansa is seen only against the background of a few miles

of American land. Even Bolvaag's beautiful descriptions of the

1 Ibid., p. 569.
2 Giants in the Earth , p. 613

•

3 Ibid ., footnote, p. 561 .

U Ibid., footnote, p. 696 .
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prairie are not enou$i to give the novel real epic; eweep.

Finally, no epic has ever been considered complete without a

nan to man struggle or at least a physical struggle between the hero

and evil personified in seme way. In Giants in the Earth evil is,

of course, represented by the locusts which are pictured powerfully

in passages like the following one.

... the plague of locusts proved as certain as
the seasons.

Who would dare affirm that this plague was
not of supernatural origin? During the spring
season, and throughout the early part of the
summer, the air would be as pure and clear as
if it had been filtered, ... the shy would be
as blue as if it had been scoured and newly
painted; everything planted in the ground by man
would grow as if by magic ... as the long warm
days passed in endless array . • • And then.

Just as the process of ripening had begun, or
perhaps a little before, the plague would descend
upon them, suddenly, mysteriously , disastrously!
On a certain bright, sunny day, when the breeze
sighed its loveliest out of the northwest, strange
clouds would appear in the western sky; swiftly
they would advance, floating lazily through the
clear air, a sight beautiful to behold. But
these clouds would be made up of Innumerable dark-
brown bodies with slender legs, sailing on trans-
parent wings; in an Instant the air would be

filled with nameless, unclean creatures - legions
on legions of them, hosts without number! Now
pity the fields that the hand of man had planted
with so much case! And the ruthless marauders
invariably came out of the clear northwest where
the afternoon glow was brightest, • • • more than
often toward evening, when the day was sinking
to rest and all earth seemed at peace, they would
ccme. To these wandering Norsemen, the old adage
that all evil dwells below and springs from the
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But Per can only helplessly watch these locusts ccaae and go; there

Is no way to combat them.

In P.S.A. (published 1950-1937) John Bos Bassos presents an

even more naturalistic view of America than Frank Norris* b. All of

the United States, from coast to coast, furnishes Bos Bassos' back-

ground. Hils is not pioneering America, however, but twentieth cen-

tury America. And it is not a very pretty place as Bos Bassos paints

it.

The many characters of U.S.A . are all middle or lower clasB men

and women. Thera are no Natty Bumppos among them; none of them are

idealists - at least not for long. The attitude of Charley Anderson

is typical of Bos Passos' Americans.

He'd been walking around all morning with a head-
ache, from getting tanked up with Hendricks (a

friend) the night before, looking at the crocuses
and hyacinths in the parks and the swelling buds
in the dooryards. He didn't know what to do with
himself. He was a week overdue cm his rent and
he wasn't getting any schooling and he hadn't any
girl and he felt like saying hell with everything
and joining up In the militia to go down to the
Mexican border. His head ached and he was tired
of dragging his feet over the pavements in the

early heat ... A boy flashed by on a red motor-
bike. He wished he had the Jack to buy a motor-
bike himself and go on a trip somewhere. Last
night he'd tried to argue Hendricks into going

*
1 Giants in the Barth , p. 765 .
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south with him, hut Hendricks said he’d picked up
with a skirt that was a warm baby and he was get-
ting his nooki© every night, and going to stay
right with it. To hell with all that, thought
Charley; I want to see seme country.

This trilogy of novels is epic only in the breadth of its view

of America. Obviously it has no hero; it completely lacks idealism.

Its language is the slang of the streets - many phrases of which are

now incomprehensible thanks to the rapidity with which such language

is always changing. Dos Bassos’ comparison of a rainstorm to "a

ft

thousand beer trucks roaring over the bridge" is typical of the

stark realism of the book's images.

Make no mistake! U.S.A . is an amazing achievement. Dos Paesos

shares John Steinbeck's incredible ability at capturing the clamor

and the nakedness of American cities and the vulgarity of the un-

educated - as well as acme of the educated. Few authors have this

faculty of encompassing a whole nation in a single view. If there

are no pastel shades in Dos Passoe' picture, that is because indust-

rial America is a gaudy nation. Unfortunately it contains more

Charley Andersons than Hatty Bumppoe.

nevertheless, in spite of its truth and its evidence of creative

genius, U.S.A. cannot be considered an epic. The whole definition

1 ^2 Parallel , Modern Library Edition. (New York, Random House, Inc.
(c. 1950-1937)), page 390.

2 Ibid., p. 137.
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of the epic which has grown up since Aristotle would have to be

transformed before it could be.

Aside from Herman Melville, Stephen Vincent Benet has more

right to the title of the American epic writer than any other writer

save Janies Fenimore Cooper. Both John Brown* a Body (published 1928)

and Western Star (published 19^3) deserve high recognition. Without

in any way destroying the artistic validity of either poam, Benet

filled each of them with his own intense patriotism.

Set in the civil war, John Brown* e Body has for its theme the

coming of true democracy to America through the death of the old

south and all the traditions for which it stood. In this upheaval,

the death of John Brown was the motivating charge. As Ben6t ex-

presses it:

Sometimes there comes a crack in Time itself.
Sometimes the earth is torn by something blind.

And when it moves
It will employ a hard and actual stone
To batter into bits an actual wall
And change the actual scheme of things.

John Brown

Was such a stone - unreasoning as the stone.
Destructive as the stone, and, if you like.
Heroic and devoted as such a stone.
He had no gift for life, no gift to bring
Life but his body and a cutting edge.
But he knew how to die.

I 2 £ • • • • * 2 £ 2 2

1 John Brown* a Body , p. ^8. In Selected Works of Stephen Vincent
Benet Vol . I pp. 3-336. Hew York, Farrar 4 Rinehart, Inc., 1942.
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Bury the South together with this nan,
Bury the by-gone south.

*

*

Bury the unmachined, the planter’s pride.
The courtesy and the bitter arrogance,

• • •

Bury the fiddle music and the dance.
The sick magnolias of the false romance
And all the chivalry that went to seed
Before its ripening.
And with these things bury the purple dream
Of the America we have not been.
The tropic empire, seeking the warm eon.
The last foray of aristocracy
Based not on dollars or initiative
Or any blood for what that blood was worth
But on a certain code, a manner of birth,
A certain manner of knowing how to live.
The pastoral rebellion of the earth
Against machines, against the Age of Steam,
The Hamiltonian extremes against the Franklin mean.
The genius of the land
Agplnst the metal hand
The great, slave-driven bark.
Full-oared upon the dark.
With gilded figurehead.
With fetters for the crew
And spices for the few,'
The passion that is dead.
The pomp we never knew.
Bury this, too.
Bury this destiny unmanifest.
This system broken underneath the test.
Beside John Brown . . •

• • •

Out of his body grows revolving steel.
Out of his body grows the spinning wheel
Made up of wheels, the new, mechanic birth,

• • •

Out of John Brown' 8 strong sinews the tall
skyscrapers grow.

Out of his heart the chanting buildings rise,
t • •

The steel-faced cities reaching at the skies.

The whole enormous and rotating cage
Hung with hard Jewels of electric light,

• • •

The genie we have raised to rule the earth.

Obsequious to our will
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But servant-master still.
Hie tireless serf already half a god —

*

Besides this national theme, involving as it does the demo-

cratic ideals of the American people, there are several other major

epic elements in John Brawn's Body . Benot himself is conscious of

the need of confining his picture to one phase of the war;2 so he

concentrates mainly upon the adventures of five or six men and three

or four women, making the southerner. Clay Wingate, and the Union-

ist, Jack Ellyat, his major heroes. (At the same time he writes

]' •

powerful thumbnail sketches of the generals on both sides of the

conflict.) Many of the battles of the war — both Bull Runs for

example — are described minutely from the viewpoint of the caramon

soldier. There is even an indication of a religious theme. In an

unforgettable soliloquy Lincoln, during the most unpromising days

of the war Just following the second battle of Bull Bun, expresses

his discouragement and begs God's help.

The will of God prevails. Ho doubt, no doubt —
Tet, in greet contests, each side claims to act
In strict accordance with the will of God.
Both zzay, one must be wrong.

God could have saved
This Union or destroyed it without war
If He so vlshed. And yet this war began,
And, once begun, goes an,

• • •

While I live and breathe,
I mean to save the Uhl on, if I can.

1

2

Pages 333-355 •

John Brown's Body, page 282
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And by whatever means my hands can find
Under the Constitution.

If God reads
The hearts of men as clearly as He must
To be Himself, then He can road in mine
And has, for twenty years, the old, scarred wish
That the last slave should be forever free
Here, in this country.

• • • •

But I put
The Union, first and last, before the slaves.^

• t •

Therefore I utterly lift up my hands
To You, and hear and now beseech your aid.

2

Benet even includes in his poem much of the secondary parapher-

nalia familiarly part of the epic style. At the beginning of the

poem, for example, there is a long invocation to the American Muse.''*

Early in the work there is a realistic picture of a drowsy southern

market town with its moldy-smelling courthouse.^ Benet 's love of

nature is seen in many brief descriptions like the following one.

The night had fallen on the narrow tent.
—Deep night of Virginia summer when the stars
Are burning wax in the near, languid sky
And the soft flowers hardly close all night
But bathe in darkness, as a woman bathes
In a warm, fragrant water and distill
Their perfume still, without the fire of the eun.^

Nor is Benet incapable of vivid, sustained similes. Trapped at

Harper's Ferry John Brown refused to retreat. All morning hie men

1 John Brown's Body, pages l8j, 188

,

2 Ibid ., p. 1$$.

3 Ibid ., pp. 3-7.
4 ibid . , pp . ^5 , W •

5 Ibid., p. 289.

*
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begged him to do so.

... but John Brown neither replied
Not heeded, brooding in the patriarch-calm
Of a lean, solitary pine that hangs
On the cliff’s edge, and sees the world below
A tiny pattern of toy fields and trees,
And only feels its roots gripping the rock
And the almighty wind that shakes its boughs.
Blowing from eagle-heaven to eagle-heaven.*

Whether or not Benet Intended this poem as an epic is uncer-

tain. Obviously, he aimed to ennoble and at the same time humanize
i

the greatest leaders on either side of the war. Of Robert £• Lee,

for example, he was particularly fond. In describing him, he wrote.

His beard is whiter than the dogwood bloom,
But there Is nothing ruined in his face,fit
You sec the faces of spear-handling kings
In the old books they taught us from at school;
Big Agamemnon with his curly beard,
Achilles in the cruelty of his youth,
And OBdipus before he tore his eyes.

I'd like to see him (fce<D in that chariot-rank.
With Traveller pulling at the leader-pole.2

Yet Benet was no hero-worshipper. He admired the ccanon man

even mors than Cooper did. He believed that Americans were made

of the same courageous fiber as the ancient Greeks. As Jeb Early's

forces moved slowly toward Richmond, Benet suddenly broke off,

... and when Sarpodon
Dalis and the heavy darkness stiffens his limbs

1 John Brown's Body, p. 29
2 Ibid., p. 292.
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They will let him lie where he fell, they will
not wash him

In the running streams of Scamander, the half-
divine.

They will bury him in a shallow and cumbered pit.
But, if you would sing of fighters, sing of

these men.
Sing of Fair Oaks and the battered Seven Days,
Hot of the raging of Ajax, the cry of Hector,
These men were not gods nor shielded by any gods,
They were men of our shape: they fou^it as such

men may fi$it
With a mortal skill: when they died it was as

men die.*

From his avowed intention of adding more books to it, Stephen

Vincent Ben6t apparently did think of his Western Star as an epic.

In the section finished, the main subject is the colonizing of

Jamestown and Plymouth. But, as the title suggests, the theme of

the entire work was to be the westward movement as a whole. From

beginning to end, the theme is obvious in the poem. The opening

line, "Americans are always moving cm,"

2

seta the keynote. At the

end of the poem the eyes of the characters are still an the western

star.

In this poem again there is an invocation: this time to the

common pioneer who tamed America.-5 And there are memorable similes

— like the one comparing the Mayflower to a lumbering, salt -smel-

ling housewife. 1
* There are even epic battles — Uke the one

1 John Brown's Body , p. 160
2 Prelude, p. 3 [aev York, ifcrrar & Rinehart, Inc., (c. 19^3))

3 Pages VII, VIII
k page 130
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between Dickon Heron, a Jamestown settler, and the Indians;* and an

epic list of the man who died from fever that first simmer in James*

town.

2

Above all this poem, even more than John Brown's Body , is re-

plete with realistic details of the day-to-day living of these colo-

nizers. The impure water, squalid quarters, and rotten beef aboard

the ships which transported the colonists are all described.* The

sickening waiting for the men to return from exploring expeditions,

the straining of female eyes, is all here.‘ r There is even an ac-

count of the wedding celebration for Dickon Heron and Alice Blount

But like John Brown * s Body , Western Star has no single hero to

rival Natty Bumppo. Ostensibly the two heroes here are Dickon Heron,

representing the Jamestown colonists, and Matthew lanyard, the Pil-

grim colony. But all the rank and file of American colonists are

the real heroes, Just as in John Brown’s Body the army privates are

the heroes. In an apology for the wandering nature of Western Star ,

Benet himself explains,

... If this song is
Crooked as rivers, rough as the mountain-range
And many-tangued and a wanderer to the end,

1 Pages 160-163

.

2 Pages 62-66.

3 Page 48

.

4 Page 139.

5 Page 113 .





It must be so, for It follows the giant land.

It follows the ways and the roads and the
wanderings,

Hot one man's fate.*

Along with lacking central heroes to carry the American ideals

for which Benet stood, these poems lack the lofty strain which has

always been among the requisites of an epic. The above quotations

show Benet' s habit of using colloquialisms. He, also, believed in

altering- his metrical scheme to fit various moods: sometimes in-

serting prose, at others veering to rhymed iambic tetrameter; using

blank verse for the noble speeches of Lincoln and Lee; using his own

peculiar line — known technically as a dochmiac — most frequently.

While blank verse carries epic dignity, Benet 's usual verse is too

informal. It goes without saying that tetrameter is a meter more

suitable to the ballad than to the epic.

Again, however, Benet' s accomplishment, though not along epic

lines, is no mean one. Obviously he wanted to humanize history, to

reclaim America's past from the expository historical accounts In

which it lies mouldering. "In fact," says he, "there were human be

lngs aboard the Mayflower, not merely ancestors. He was against

... the careful, ponderous histories.
That turn live men into dummies with smiles of wax
Thoughtfully posed against a photographer's

background
In the act of signing a treaty or drawing a sword. . .3

1 Page 164 .

2 Page 133,

3 Page 2/, John Brown's Body
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Even more than Hiawatha works like John Brown* a Body and

Western Star defy classification. Perhaps they represent a new li-

terary genre — halfway "between "ballad and epic. At any rate, Benet

deserves to be honored for creating than.

Anyone who doubts the fact that America has a non-imltative

national literature of first rank should read these works of Ben6t,

Dos Pas8os, Rolvaag, Longfellow, Hawthorne, and Cooper. Taken to-

gether they sum up America in the past and present. But if one must

pick out of these only cane work to represent America as a whole, one

must pick Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales . The Leatherstocking Tales

is the only American literary work which combines a lofty tone, a

vast national theme, and a great folk hero.
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Appendix B

MELVTLIZ'S MOBY DICK

Berman Melville’s Moby Dick Is a unique creation. I doubt

that there exists in the vorld another book of the same breed.

Even Iaurance Sterns's Tristram Shandy and Jameg Joyce’s Ulysses

have a few half-hearted imitators, but not Moby Dick . That is

why one cannot lump Moby Dick with the other books which have

been termed "American epics.’’

I do not know what Moby Dick is, but I know what it is not.

It certainly is not e novel, and it is not an American epic.

Quite obviously, Moby Dick has very little plot. The act-

ual action; that is, the pursuit of the white whale, occupies

less than a fifth of the book. Mich more time is devoted to

whale lore than to this pursuit. So, if a novel is a long prose

narrative, Moby Dick, being deficient in the requisite narrative,

cannot be a novel.

Similarly, Moby Pick cannot rival The Jjsatherstocklng Tales

as the "American epic" because there is nothing nationalistic

about it - except for the fact that the Eequod sailed from an

American port, was manned in part by an American craw, arvi con-

tained an American captain. Thera Is no strictly national

theme involved, nor does Ahab, the hero - if there Is a hero -
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stand for any American ideal.

Ho, Moby Dick Is something bigger than an American epic.

I/?t James Fenimore Cooper keep the distinction of being the on-

ly American who has as yet produced an epic of the American peo-

ple . Give to Herman Melville, instead, acknowledgement for one

of the three epios which have gone beyond national boundaries

to become epics of all mankind .

Dante wrote such an epic; John Milton wrote another.

These two poets eaibodied all the ideals of the Christian reli-

gion in their work. In Farad ise Lost one sees ’’the ways of

God Justified to man,” how and why man was thrust from the gar-

den of T9den; in The Divine Comedy one sees man's fate after

death. Of course. In Adam And in Dante all mankind is reflected.

Where The Divine Comedy and Farad iso Lost are Christian

epics, Moby Dick is a non-Christian one. Its prose is as no-

ble and sonorous as Milton's blank verse; and Melville's des-

criptive powers are more than equal to Milton's. Take this de-

scription of a morning at sea. Just after an exceedingly rough

storm.

Mext morning the not-yet subsided sea rolled
in long slow billows of mighty bulk, and striv-
ing in the Pequod's gurgling track, pushed her
on like giants' palms outspread. The strong
unstaggering breeze abounded so, that sky and
air seemed vast outbellying sails; the whole
world boomed before the wind . Muffled in the
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full morning light, tbs invisible sun vaa only
known by the spread intensity of his place;

where his bayonet rays moved on in stacks . Em-
blazonings, as of crowned Babylonian kings and

queens, reigned over everything. The sea was
as a crucible of molten gold, that bubbling
leaps with light and heat.*

And see how appropriate and powerful Melville’s similes can be in

this description of the movement of some Eight Whales swiranlng

through the brit.

As morning mowers, who side by side slowly
and seethingly advance their scythes through
the long wet grass of marshy meads; even so
these monsters swam, making a strange, grassy,
cutting sound; and leaving behind them endless
swathes of blue upon the yellow sea

Melville makes ample use of the old epic trick of foretelling

coming events, of giving hints of doom. The Iliad, The Odyssey,

and The Aeneld are, as you remember, full of such hints. They

serve, of course, to heighten the fated moment when It finally

arrives . Here Melville sets a foreboding tone from the outset of

the voyage of the Pequod • Tshmael, the narrator, relates, ”We

gave three heavy-hearted cheers and blindly plunged like fate in-

to the lone Atlantic S'*

Mention of the whale lore in Moby Pick has already been made.

Melville seems to have known as much about whales and whalers as

1 Moby Tick; or The White Whale, (Hew York, The Heritage Press,
"To. W3)),p7551.

2 Ibid., p. 292.
3 Tbjd., P. 112.
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any single man ever knew. He knew how whales travel In the sea,

how they were captured, how they were cut up, and how their oil

was stored aboard a whaler. He knew that whale lines were nade

of hemp, slightly vapored with tar, not Impregnated with It;

1

he

knew how difficult It was for a harpoonsr to he pulling cadly at

an oar and then to he forced to snap around (suddenly and pitch a

p
harpoon with all the force he had left. He knew that "Islanders

seem to make the hast whalemen;" and he could write an entire

chapter on cstology In which he distinguished the Algerine Por-

poise from the Mealy-mouthed Porpoise, etc 2 All of these de-

tails - plus thousands of others - he throws Into Moby Pick, (Ap-

parently he learned all this from a single voyage aboard a whal-

er.) It Is almost as though he were laughing at the critics who

demand of an epic writer an historically accurate picture cf the

social background of his poem.

Fascinating as they prove to he, however, all these details

about whaling are subord Inant to the figure of the Paquod's mad

captain. Moby Pick Is essentially a struggle between a man, Cap-

tain Ahab, and a huge white whale, Moby Dick. More than that, it

is the struggle of mankind against the forces of nature which

threaten to destroy him. One can probe even more deeply and call

Moby Pick the struggle between the natural love and the forces of

1 Page 298.
2 Page 507.
5 Pages 1U-155.
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evil simultaneously present within every man.

Literally speaking. Captain Ahab is merely a crazed old man

vho is determined to revenge himself on the white whale who once

hit off his leg. Stumping about on a piece of whalebone, Ahab

broods deeply and his hate for Moby Dick grows greater and great-

er. Ha lives only to kill the white whale. Ha cares not whether

all his crew is drowned in his attempt.

Tshmael describes the way in which Ahab lost his leg and the

effect the event ted upon him.

.....suddenly sweeping his sickle-shaped low-
er Jaw beneath him, Moby Dick reaped away Ateb's
leg, as a mower a blade of grass in the field

.

...Small reason was there to doubt, then, that
ever since that almost fatal encounter, Ahab
had cherished a wild vindictiveness against the
whale, all the more fellfbr that in his frantic
morbidness he at last came to identify with
him, not only all his bodily woes, but all his
Intellectual and spiritual exasperations . The
White Whale swam before him as the monomaniac
incarnation of all those malicious agencies
which some deep men feel eating in them, till
they are left living on with half a heart, and
half a lung .All that most maddens, and
torments; all that stirs up the lees of things;
all truth with malice in it; all that cracks
the sinews and cakes the brain....all evil, to
crazy Ahab, were visibly personified and, made
practically assailable, in Moby Diek.*

Tn this interpretation of Tshmael* s there is an indication

of the more subtle implications of the struggle between man and

1 Pages 19S 195
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whale. Ishmsel suggests that even before he lost his leg Aheb had

within him a passionate animosity. An animosity for what? For

more than Moby Dick I think; for all the world .

VIthin every man there are two contending forces: love and

hate . Ahab objectified his own hate In Moby Dick, so that he

would never have to admit that the evil he saw about him In the

world really originated within himself. Ahab's crew did not mu-

tiny because they, too, were glad to find some object to blame

for all evil. Only Starbuck, the level-headed first mate, was

willing to admit to himself that the slaying of Moby Dick would

solve no problems

.

It is obvious that Ahab stands for all mankind, for he him-

self says, " I feel deadly faint, bowed, and humped, as though

I were Adam, staggering beneath the plied centuries since Para-

dise.” 1
' It Is obvious, too, that he Is struggling, not against

a mare whale, but against a force within himself, perhaps even

against God

.

Those who do not believe In God - as Ahab apparently did not

consciously believe - never feel at horns In the world. Tshraael

declared of Ahab,

He lived In the world, as the last of the
Grisly Bears lived in settled Missouri • And

1 Page 581





as when Spring and Simmer had departed, that
wild Logan of the woods, burying himself In
the hollow of a tree, lived out the winter
there, sucking his own paws; so, in his In-
clement, howling old age, Ahab's soul, shut

up In the caved trunk of his body, there fed
upon the sullen pews of Its gloom'.1

These men long for death, and yet, somehow, cannot find It. They

think themselves strong; yet their weakness keeps them In per-

petual anguish. Tor the Christian there Is an answer for most

of the world's riddles - If It be only the dogmatic decree of

the Church; for the Ahabs the riddles go unanswered . Only under-

standing himself would avail such a deep-feeling man. But In

tlying to understand himself Ahab went mad .

A dissatisfied man, struggling against the facte of exis-

tence,

2

Melville understood the Ahabs of the world, the men who

are certain existence Is not as simple as the Christians would

have them believe, the men who are always searching for something

in the unknown while they are eaten within by their own gloom,

hate, and disbelief. Be admired the unaided fight such a man

puts up against himself. Moby Blok Is the epic story of all

such God -less sen. "Oh Ahab l what shall be grand In thee. It

must needs be plucked at from the skies and dived for In the

deep, and featured in the unbodied air .*"5

1 Page 162

.

2 Brace, Lectures on the American Hovel
3 Moby Dick, p. 156.
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There la really no way to compare Moby Dick and The Leather-

stocking Tales . Each Is a masterpiece In Its own world. Perhaps

a musical analogy might be drawn. Cooper's work resembles that

of Sibelius, Crude at moments. It yet stands for the ideals of

Its nation. When one reads Cooper or listens to Sibelius, one

cannot for a moment forget the country which each man represents.

But Melville's Moby Pick Is like Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. It

belongs to any nation at any time. The leatherstooking Tales is

one of the eight or nine greatest literary works American artists

have produced; Moby Pick is among the eight or nine greatest lit-

erary works the world has produced.
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COMPREHENSIVE ABSTRACT

Since Aristotle there have been many additions to the original

Greek definition of the epic. Aristotle confined himself mainly to

observations upon the plot, style and structure of Homer’s epics.

Later critics have considered more the broader implications of the

epic: its relationship to religious and national life, its ideal-

ism, and its vide scope.

Epic criticism very soon transcended Aristotle. During medie-

val times a demand for a religious theme arose. Renaissance critics

asked for a national theme, and they first distinguished between ep-

ic and romance. For a time the epic almost became strictly a moral

teacher.

Ifte period of nineteenth century romanticism brou^it much

stress on the national side of the epic. Voltaire was emphatic in

his declaration that each different national temperament would pro-

duce naturally a somewhat unique epic poem. In German romantic

criticism, especially in the work of Hegel, the epic's social func-

tion as the interpreter of the early heroic life of seme nation was

clearly stated for the first time.

Shortly after 1795 * a distinction was first made between folk

and art epics: the former being of unknown or communal origin; the

latter of known authorship. Folk epics are supposed to have the
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most social significance. But in contemporary criticism a contro-

versy has arisen over the respective worth of the two types of eplca

For the most part the modern era has merely elaborated upon

accepted epic theory.

But to epic theory, contemporaries have affixed two new con-

cepts. First they have refuted the idea that an epic writer should

be an exact historian. More important they have pointed out the

fact that today many novels serve functions which were once solely

confined to the epic.

After considering centuries of epic criticism, one must list

as accepted epic characteristics the following:

1. A national or a religious theme

2. A representative picture of a whole primitive society

J. A virile folk hero

4. A unified plot

5« A dignified or elevated style distinguished by such
embellishments as long, sustained similes, refrains,
and epithets.

In James Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales most of these epic

characteristics are easily discernible.

The American westward movement which forms the general theme

of The Leatheredocklng Tales Is, obviously, a theme broad enough in

scope and vital enough in Its national significance to merit epic

treatment. As a fearless democrat with a romantic love of both na-
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tare and adventure the westward-moving pioneer is representative of

ouch of the beet in American spirit. It ie this pioneer of whom

Matty Bumppo, hero of The Leatherstocklng Tales , ie a symbol.

Cooper himself possessed more of the democratic frontier spir-

it than is commonly accredited to him. While visiting Europe he

vae over-zealous in his defense of American republicanism. It ie

true that he adhered to aristocratic social ideals in his revering

of gentlemanly conduct, but he believed completely in political

democracy, and, in Hhtty Bumppo, he exalted the comnon pioneer.

Following the example of all former epic writers. Cooper pre-

sented a detailed picture of early frontier life. He painted blood

-

y Indian attacks, described forts and blockhouses, and recalled

such strange military customs as the borderer's habit of announcing

a victory by imitating the call of a conquering game-cock. Imita-

ting Hcmer and Vergil, Cooper recounted intimate details concerning

habits of dress and eating among the frontiersmen. He spent much

time depicting western funeral customs and analyzing Hatty Bumppo'

a

religious observances.

In addition to revealing the white frontiersman 'a dally cus-

toms, Cooper gave a minute study of Indian activities. He showed

clearly the Indian's ferocity towards his enemies and his almost

complete demoralization through liquor. On the other hand, he

realized that the Indian had a few virtues Including his admiration
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of stoicism and his religious sincerity

As a typical pioneer, Natty Bumppo displayed unusual courage

and stamina. He was renowned for his honesty, earnestness, and

capacity for self-sacrifice. And he was proud of his own love of

both freedom and nature.

Like most epic heroes, Natty was a completely virile figure.

He could endure hundred mile marches without fatigue; with his ri-

fle, Killdeer, he could make almost impossible shots. But, at the

same time, he was an extremely religious man. Although he refused

to ally himself with any one religious denomination, he proudly de-

monstrated most of the greatest Christian virtues, including undi-

vertible honesty, chivalry, and benevolence • Contrary to general

contemporary opinion, he could find good as well as malice in the

Indian. And Hatty's love of the wilderness combined with His re-

ligious convictions to make him the sort of man who recognizes and

reverences Cod's hand in all natural beauty.

Unfortunately the plot of The Leatherstocking Tales fails to

possess epic unity. Written as five separate novels, the tales

are only loosely held together by the characters of Natty Bumppo

and Chlngachgook and by the westward movement theme. But the plot

does have several epic elements. The episodes are varied; Cooper's

"flight and Pursuit" technique is reminiscent of the general plan

of The Odyssey ; and there are two great recognition scenes equal
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in effect to any produced by Homer

Cooper's prose style is more epical than his plotting of his

novels* If it lacks the verse that same - and only some - critics

demand for an epic. The Leatherstocklng Tales has the dignity of

expression characteristic of epic writing. All of Cooper's battle

scenes are vividly realistic; he makes frequent use of similes; his

characters addroea one another in the stilted manner of a Helen or

a ffestor. Above all his scenic descriptions display an illimitable

epic sweep.

Considering all of the above elements of 9tyle, one can for-

give Cooper for failing to include in his work such minor epic em-

bellishments as invocations and refrains, Nor is his failure to

attain complete objectivity inexcusable. Only hie lifeless por-

traits of officers and gentlewomen cannot be overlooked.

In his reverence for people of high social rank, in the pro-

minent part which he assigns to women in his novels, and in his ex-

treme stress on nature. Cooper is more the writer of romances than

of epics. One can, also, point to the importance of Cooper's stor-

ies as opposed to his portrayal of character and claim that there

again he wrote as a romancer.

However, the heroic age which Cooper described in detail, the

sweep of the canvas against which The Leatherstocking Tales are

set, the idealism in Natty Bumppo's character, the dramatic con-
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fllctB between Matty and varioua other characters, and the dignity

enveloping the five tales, all these elements are pure epic. There

is only one conclusion to be drawn. As a whole, The Leatherstocking

Tales is a romantic epic: the epic of the American people.

Besides James Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales , several

other American works have been entitled epics by various critics.

Of these works, the most important are Iho Columblad by Joel Barlow,

Hiawatha by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Moby Dick by Herman Melville,

The Octopus by Frank Norris, Giants in the Earth by Ole S. Bolvaag,

U.S.A . by John Dos Passos, and both John Brown's Body and Western

Star by Stephen Vincent Benet.

Although most of these works stand high as artistic achieve-

ments, none of them really deserves the title of The American Epic."

Both Joel Barlow's and Frank Norris' work are easily dismissed. Al-

though both had epic intentions, Barlow, as a third rate poet, could

produce nothing better than tedious moralizing in verse, and Norris

was too much of a realist to rise to epic idealism. Similarly Dos

Passos in his extreme realism stressed the crudities of industrial

America at the turn of the century. He is the Journalist, not the

epic poet.

In Giants in the Earth Bolvaag presents most of the epic char-

acteristics which the above works lack, but his novel is too limited

in its actual horizons. It falls, too, to contain the physical com-
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bats present In all epics.

Hiawatha by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow has been rightly termed

an American Indian edda. The powerful Hiawatha, endowed with magic

powers, lives in a heroic age where he is forced to struggle with

his opponents in hand-to-hand encounters. Modelled on the rhythm

of The Kalevala , the verse of Hiawatha has all the dignity of epic

writing. But, unfortunately, the work is not representative of the

present American people.

!Sven though Stephen Vincent Benet's two long poems do represent

the common American people, they are as much ballads as epics. It

was Benet’s avowed intention to make our historical ancestors seem

like ordinary men and wcmen, rather than plastic saints. Thus his

purpose was to humanize, not to idealize.

Of all the literary works which Americans have yet produced

Moby Dick most deserves comparison with Homer and Milton. In Moby

Dick are many of the old epic hints of fate, plus magnificent de-

scriptive passages and similes. Melville's dissertations on whale

lore add up to an amazingly' complete picture of all sides of the

whaling industry. Above all, Moby Dick is the combat - physical at

least in part - between a powerful epic hero. Captain Ahab, and a

huge white whale who stands for the forces of nature Just as Gren-

V) del does





But Moby Dick is not an American epic because, like the workB

Dante and Milton, it far transcends all national confinements. A-

hab*s struggles are those of everyman in his moments of agnosticisn.

Moby Dick is a great world epic; where The Lsatherstocklng Tales

form the great American epic.
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